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INTRODUCTION

This report is supplementary to an earlier one, entit]ed
Cybernation and Man - A Course Development Project, which was
submitted to the Division of Higher Education Research of the
U. S. Office of Education on February 28, 1967.

The first report had described details of the interdis-
ciplinary course, Cybernation and Man, to provide a guide to
other institutions interested in developing a program with
similar objectives. The primary objective has been to estab-
lish a base for communication between the many academic disci-
plines, whether rooted in the humanities and arts, in social
or physical science or in technology.

In the six semesters that the course has been offered,
this aim has been aoproached by examining the ways in which
the lives of the students can be affected by technology -

especially computer-based technology. The examination has
proceeded along several fronts. Class activities have included
lecture-seminar sessions led by local faculty and guests with
special qualifications in specific subject areas; discussions
of student papers; field trips; viewing of relevant films; and,
for students who have had no previous experience, an intro-
duction to the use of the computer had been provided.

Descriptive materials relating to each of these activities
except the last were contained in the earlier report, single
copies of which may still be obtained by writing to:

Dr. Ralph Parkman, Chairman
Dept. of Materials Science
San Jose State College
San Jose, California 95114

Since the completion and dissemination of that report, there
has been a continuing interest in our program as evidenced by
letters from many colleagues.

At the beginning of the Spring semester, 1967, when the
report was finished, there were a few major topics for which
instructional resource materials had not been fully developed.
It was decided to request additional funds from the U. S. Office
of Education to provide some time for developing such materials
in a form useful to others. The support was granted for a
period from September 1, 1967 to February 28, 1968. This report
is a result of that study.
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Tne report is in two parts. Part 1, prepared by R.

Parkman, contains a treatment of ideas reJated +,L) the three

topics: Cybernation and Transportation, Cybernation and

Agriculture, and Cybernation and the Artist. Each of these

topics is discussed in a more detailed way than those which

were summarized in the earlier report. The intention is to

offer the reader a model upon which he may construct a unit

of study. The treatment i2 designed to be ipeculative-to

pose a variety of questions about the subjects, which fully

recognize the complexities involved. Each topic is also

accompanied.by a current bibliography containing reference
material in the form of books, reports, articles and films.

A teacher who wishes to conduct class sessions in which

these topics are examined should find this section relevant

and useful.

Part II has been prepared by E. A. Dionne. It contains

a typical short instructional unit on computers designed for

the non-technical teacher. It is set up in three parts and

includes a bibliography. First there is a short present-

ation of contemporary computer applications designed to

start an interebL in keeping abreast of the continuing growth

of those new technological innovations. The teacher who is

stimulated by these brief comments is on the way to becoming

addicted to reading and discussing new and fascinating com-

puter uses.

The second part is a brief typical classroom lesson on

the computer as a machine. The functional units are describ-

ed and classified in ter ; that were found acceptable by

non-technical students in the Cybernation and Man class.

Some teachers could use the material as a base for lectures

on this topic.

The last section is devoted to computer programming.

The mode used is the popular Fortran language applicable to

a machine such as the IBM 1620, many of which are now in

service in colleges and high schools. Here again is a set

of notes that will help instruct those teachers who have

little or no background in programming. The notes then could

be used as the base for an instructional unit in computer

problem solving by Fortran coding.
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Part I

A. CYBERNATION AND TRANSPORTATION

The major topics surveyed in Cybernation ai ian, with few
exceptions, cross many boundaries. Some could be the bases for
entire courses. Superficiality is a harsh word which is often
leveled at survey courses, even those with a clear aim in mind,
and one must try hard to avoid promoting it, by offering a care-
fully focussed examination of relevancies in the limited time
available for one tupic. The student whose interest is aroused
can then continue his reading from the broad selection of
references which are made available to him.

To illustrate how one such subject has been treated in no
more than three formal class meetings, the topic of Cybernation
and Transportation is here discussed as a case study in point.

Many disciplines, includin7 geography, political science,
engineering, history and economics have an interest in trans-
portation problems. The point of view of any one of these
fields may be emphasized if the primary resource person in a
given semester is so oriented, but the overlapping concerns are
always considered. Essentially, a successful treatment rests
first upon carefully selected and readily available reference
material. Second, it is desirable to have an able, well-briefed
resource person who can illuminate the broad picture of trans-
portation in an age of cybernation; or alternatively, one
specific aspect which through discussion and reading can be tied
in with the larger problem. Third, concrete illustrations of
approaches to transportation problems through films or field
trips give immediacy to the treatment. Fourth, the students
need to participate actively by writing papers which are then
analyzed in small discussion groups.

When the course schedule is being made out, a resource
person from the college o the community is asked to speak on
a given date. This person could be an official of the Bay
Area Rapid Transit District, a city traffic engineer or perhaps
a geographer who specializes in transportation. When inviting
him, the course coordinator will describe the backgro,nds of
the students in the class, will explain the aims of the class
in examining transportation problems, and will make available
some of the references to be provided the students.

Prior to the appearance of the speaker, the students re-
ceive a one page memorandum outlining the nature of the required
paper and some possible (though not exclusive) ways of approach-
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ing the questions posed; several reprints of significant articles
or papers (for which permission to reproduce has been obtained),
and a list of library references. The due date of the paper is
given as approximately three weeks after the appearance of the
speaker, and the class discussion of papers follows this date by
one week. This gives time for reading and grading by the course
instructors who then lead the small group discussions. Other
topics, of course, are examined in the three weeks of class
sessions following the appearance of the speaker, before the
papers are due. 011e of the sessions, however, ought to be given
over to a field trip if there is a related activity nearby.
This past semester a trip was taken to the San Jose-IBM Computer-
ized Traffic Control Project, and this will be described later
in the section.

So much for details of the codrse structure. The subject of
Cybernation and Transportation itself can be considered in the
following ways.

TRANSPORTATION - GENERAL PROBLEMS

Transportation can be thought of as a form of communication
in which men and materials interact purposefully over a distance.
A transportation network is the bloodstream of a modern techno-
logical society. In underdeveloped nations, poor transport is
one of the major factors inhibiting growth and technical advance-
ment, contributing, as it does, directly to the high cost of goods.

Wilfred 0wen4 states that historically there are five stages
a country will pass through to arrive at what could be considered
a good standard of transport: a) a traditional, relatively
immobile society, b) a period of internal improvement and trade
growth, c) mechanization and industrialization, d) motorized
mobility, and e) conquest of distance by air. There is growing
sensitivity to the possibility that the most affluent nations,
and the highly urbanized areas of the less affluent ones, may be
entering a new stage of immobility. This identifies one of the
central problems to be considered - how to secure mobility in a
crowded urban setting.

To plan for a total transportation system is an incredibly
complex undertaking. Apart from the not easily determinable de-
cision about what the ultimate purpose, or purposes, of a trans-
port system ought to be; the relationships to other priorities
such as the need to modernize agriculture, to develop industries,

to expand educational opportunities and to cleanse the air may be
most subtle. Even if perceived, they are likely to be inexpress-
ible in any quantitative way, because of a lack of sufficient
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good data.

Should a country invest in refrigerator cars or food process-

ing plants near the fields? What is the relative importance to a

country, of intracontinental and intercontinental transportation

ties? What limits does the domestic construction industry impose

on transportation development? And, (of particular relevance to

our studies), could an engineering systems approach contribute to

the solution of problems associated with the attempt of a country

to improve its transport? These are only a few or the kinds of

questions which are relevant to the whole study.

Urban Transportation - Basic Questions

Structuring the complete transportation system of a country

in the hope of finding optimum solutions is obviously a monumen-

tal task. One may expect to have a much better chance of seeing

what help the newest technologies have to offer by narrowing the

study down to a more manageable segment. Urban transportation in

the San Francisco Bay Area, or evea a smaller unit, could be an

example of such a system. If transportation here is, in fact, not

yet systematized to the point of being optimally manageable, at
least the difficulties can be expected to be within the reach of

comprehension.

The measure of the transportation problem in any large metro-
politan area in this country is also a measure of an astounding

growth and redistribution of population. The number of urban

residents in the United States is estimated to have increased by
30 million from 1955 to 1965 and in the same period the number of
motor vehicles more than trebled from 24 million to 85 million. A

continuation of the trend at the present rate would place more
people in urban areas by 1985 than the total 1965 population of the

United States. Nor can we completely gather from these figures
the bewildering interconnections which prevent an unambiguous

picture of the problems.

What ought to be the relative role of the automobile and the

public carriers? If parking charges are increased to redule auto

traffic in a central business district, will this not hurt down-

town businesses? What are the effects of new transportation

technologies on patterns of land use? How does housing segrega-

tion affect the nature of the urban transportation? How should

relative costs of competing methods be assessed? What potential

technological innovations should be considered in future planning?
Will air pollution become a dominant factor in transportation de-

cisions? Does it not seem likely that solutions for one area would
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be quite inappropriate for another? The love affair of the average
American for the automobile may have psychological overtones. Is

the transportation problem of sufficient concern that one ought to
seek out ps:ichological means, using mass communication, to combat
it? Can one identify the economic principles which relate to the
costs of urban transport to other expenditures? If increasing
numbers of people begin to use public transport, how will it effect
present public transport difficulties?

Planning For Transportation

To seek the answers to these kinds of questions, a compre-
hensive planning scheme is obviously required. Some of tha essen-
tial elements needed for such a scheme are summarized as follows
along lines suggested by a Bureau of Public Hops Instructional
Memorandum***50-2-63, issued September, 1963. I°

1. Economic factors related to community development.

There are many kinds of economic data required for realis-
tic planning, some of which are available from government
sources, and some of which need to be obtained by other
means. Examples of useful types of information are:

a) Employment data and projections, including the
nature of industries in the study area, future in-
dustrial potential as a function of geographic
and climatic features, characteristics of labor

force, and relation of the local economic unit to
the national economy.

b) Income-consumption patterns for the area.

c) Car ownership per household.

2. Population studies.

Population studies often tend to underestimate rates of
change. There is great difficulty keeping the large
volume of data current and relevant. Historical data,
population distributions in both small and large areas,
migration, changing birth and death rates, and other fac-
tom all need to be surveyed. Whatever the forecasting
method or methods used, (simple graphical or mathematical
extension of past trends, ratio methods relating a smaller
area to a larger one, or more complex analyses of separate

components of population trends), the computer has become
an indispensable aid to demographic studies2.
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3. Land Use

For maximum utility, data on land use should be as de-
tailed as resources allow. This means that the inventory
should preferable identify the precise nature of indivi-
dual commercial units; and wherever possible should count
the smallest separate parcels except in homogeneous
single-family residence areas where the cost may be prohi-
bitive. All relevant existing governmental or secondary
data sources should be utilized. The tax structure which
influences the land use is also an important factor to
consider.

4. Transportation facilities

The relative mix of privately owned and public transpor-
tation facilities may vary markedly from one urban region
to another. Thus, Chicago relies heavily upon public
transportation, but Los Angeles, very little. The kinds
of information which need to be obtained about existing
transportation facilities include the physical aspects of
roadways, their classification by function when this can
be determined, capacities of streets and intersections, and
volume of speed of movement at rush and non-rush hours.
Information about public transportation is ordinarily
more readily obtainable, not only tiExause the routes are
on a regular schedule, but also because the various opera-
ting data concerning such features as running time and
seating capacity are necessary for accurate accounting pur-
poses.

5. Travel patterns

The study of patterns of travel, to a considerable extent,
overlaps the inventory of transportation facilities.
Figures for average daily utilization of various routes
and means are not so useful as a determination of hour or
hours of maximum demand would be. Supply must meet de-
mand at these peak periods, but on the other hand, an over-
supply of facilities and services at hours of light
demand compound the difficulties of financjng public trans-
portation systems. General conclusions may be reached
from data already available which point strongly to the
predominance of the private automobile in urban trans-or-
tation for recreation-social purposes or for irregular
personal b-Isiliess trips, for which a flexible mode of
transportation is preferred.

It is only for the regular work trip, particularly
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to a population dense urban core, that public transit
appears to be able to compete on any kind of a favorable
economic basis with private transportation. For the
future, however, evolving conditions associated with in-
tense population pressures may cause new patterns to
emerge. To forecast some of the possibilities, data re-
lating to a variety of parameters such as the purpose and
length of trip by various modes, the time of day, and the
identification of terminal zones must be kept continually
adjusted. Also preparation for the future dictates a
consideration for the possibility of eybernation-induced
unen?loyment. If the brunt of the unemployment should
fall primarily on certain minority groups confined to the
urban core, as is now occurring, the transit pattern may
be difficult from that characteristic of a more genera-
lized unemployment. Many variations are conceivable. In
the latter case, perhaps even more.than the former, some
kind of broad-based income support may prove to be a poli-
tical necessity. The movement of people could then tend
toward a home-to-recreation pattern rather than toward
home-to-work.

6. Terminal and transfer facilities

One of the serious handicaps that public transit often
faces is a lack of adequate terminal and transfer facili-
ties. An urban transportation analysis cannot legimately
overlook the fact that the commuter is concerned with the
cost and convenience of his total trip between home and
work. It is certainly true that a similar problem faces
the driver of a private automobile as parking facilities
in central business districts become more and more unsuit-
able, and insurance costs increase. This, of course, tends
to narrow the competition gap between public and private
methods under conditions of extreme congestion; but if the
public terminal is located at an inconvenieniently long
distance from work or home, the need for some form of
feeder transportation arises. Planning projections must
consider the possibilities of integrated systems to handle
the post-terminal problem successfUlly, and make allow-
ances for the incremental costs incurred by providing for
local passenger distribution.

7. Traffic engineering features

The traffic engineer knows many ways of increasing the
effective capacity of existing transport facilities.
Many of the schemes are in partial measure intuitive and
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commonsensical (even though they have been worked out

in the context of engineering planning) and are in

evidence on many streets and highways. Changing the

pattern of traffic signals, eliminating parking on heav-

ily traveled streets, and introducing through and one-

way streets are all examples of commonly observed tech-

niques. Having made the changes, the traffic engineer

must then measure their success by determining the new

volumes of traffic flow. In this, the computer can be

a valuable tool. A research project of thic kind,

utilizing the computer, is described in some detail at

a later stage of this major topic discussion.

The traffic research engineer is not, in fact, or-

dinarily satisfied with trial and error methods. He has

developed empirical, mathematical and simulation models

to synthesize transport networks and to allow predictions

of change in certain variables such as delays at inter-

sections7. Empirical models have been studied in which

independent variables such as queue length are changed

by, say, changing a light sequence, or by utilizing grapns

or statistical analysis. These models relate observations

on the independent variable with those on the dependent,

whereas mathematical models make performance predictions

on the base of certain assumptions. Queuing theory, time

series analysis, and linear programming have all been

used in mathematical modeling of traffic situations.

Large amounts of data are required for empirical models,

while the complexities of mathematical models make it

difficult to study the effects of all the important var-

iables. Simulation models, however, are more flexible,

and have the advantage of displaying similarities to real

traffic systems. Analog and digital simulation of traffic

systems have both been reported. Certain interesting

relationships between fluid flow or communication network

theory and movement of traffic suggest a value in studying

the respective analogies. Simulation on a digital computer

permits the handling of large amounts of data with conti-

nual updating of a system having both deterministic and

probabilistic components.

Attempts to validate simulation models in practical

situations make one aware that the ideal simulation model

has not yet been achieved. Still, the studies are impor-

tant. They may, for instance, when sufficiently perfected

help the traffic engineer to anticipate the effect of cer-

tain technical innovations upon the transportation problem.
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The popular literature contains many references to
imaginative ideas for facilitating the movement of people
and materials, based on new devices and technologies.
These articles are more dramatic than factual, one sus-
pects, when he observes that it has been many years since

there has been a major functional change in urban trans-

port. Still, one should never underestimate our capacity
for scientific and engineering ingenuity if social

pressures for change become sufficiently demanding.

Among the innovations which have been proposed1 are the
monorail and various other forms of high-speed rail trans-

sit; hydrofoils and ground-effect machines; short take-
off and landing aircraft and electric cars. Other new

ways of increasing the efficiency of travel by private

and public vehicles include computerized guidance systems,
expanded leasing arrangements and transit vehicles capable
of operating either on rails or on uncontrolled highways.

Class discussion on transport systems of the future
is invariable stimulating, but needs close reign to keep

it out of the realm of the uninformed. The monorail,

for example, has captured a good deal of popular atten-

tion. It is useful to let students know that the first

commercially successful monorail line was built in Ireland

in 1888, but there are still technical problems to be con-

sidered, such as difficulties of car-to-car articulation

around curves, in switching, and in designing for stability.

ity.

8. Zoning regulations and building codes

City and county planning must exist before the forecast-
ing of land use in urban and suburban area has any mean-

in. No study of transport capabilities should be carried

on without careful consideration of existing ordinances

and the possibility for change should it be needed.

9. Financial resources

One cannot ignore the overriding significance of the
economic resources available in a given community to fi-

nance the kind of transport system which seems to be best

able to serve its needs. Pricing policies are difficult

to square with any pure economic theory. The "incremental

cost pricing principle" which proposes that anyone should
be allowed to have any service, if he be willing to pay
the incremental cost of producing it, is subject to con-
siderable modifying by imperfections on the market. If
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pure efficiency cannot be the sole guiding rule, how far
can one carry the ideal of service in over-all planning?
How much subsidy, if any, is needed or acceptable; what
is the funded debt of the governmental units; and to
what extent can the regional government concept prevail
for taxing and planning purposes? Financial planning for
urban transit must consider these types of questions
along with careful estimates of all potential sources of
revenue.

10. Social Value factors

Given the turbulent climate of Amerign cities today,
any full-scale planning of transport systems has to
recognize that new transport may itself be an agent for
aesthetic and social change. Is it Rossible to improve
the general social welfare by overriding the rule of the
marketplace? The question is controversial and the
answers not clear for every situation. Nevertheless, it
would be foolish to ignore the need of providing for open
space in future development; to foster "across-the-tracks"
ghettoes by inappropriate location of new transport
arteries; or to destroy historical landmarks or points of
natural beauty. Many planners are intrigued with the
potential of "social accounting", which provides ways of
expressing social values in quantitative terms. The use
of these indicators in systems planning is not perfected
but the possibility of assigning monetary significance to
social propositions is intriguing because this may demon-
strate to public officials who must make final decisions
that there can be profit in beauty.

This last points up the importance of political con-
siderations to every stage of the planning processes
which have been outlined above. No matter how carefully
analyzed and documented any proposed system of transport
may be, it is still implemented in the end by political
decisions.

Computer Usage In Transportation Planning

The foregoing sections have attempted to offer some idea of
the complexity of information gathering and decision making in the
design of a transport system. Where there is much data to be
handled it is useful to ask, and especially so in a course like
Cybernation and Man, what roles may the computer play in transport
processes. Apart from the more obvious operational situations
such as compiling and analyzing data, scheduling and operating
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rail transit, etc., there is also an interesting function invol-

ved in some of the research planning.

To what extent can the computer serre as an acting partner

in the design of a transport system, or elements of that system?

There is an extensive literature, as the later bibliography

suggests, describing a variety of approaches to transportation

systems design and technology which point out some of the possi-

bilities. Two examples follow.

Highway Location Analysis

Transportation research engineers are learning to use

the computer effectively for analysis and prediction

in many complex design problems. The earlier parts of

this section on Cybernation and Transportation have

indicated the uncertainty associated with making deci-

sions which must take into account a variety of ill-

defined options, and the effect of their many conceiv-

able interactions on changing social structures. It

seems clear that there can be no single best solution

to the problems of a transportation system of any

variability. Essentially the attack must seek alter-

native action plans, and then predict and evaluate

certain of the consequences of these alternative

courses.

The students' attention may be directed for the

purpose of study and discussion to published reports

by Manheim and Roberts and Suhrbier5. A theory of

problem-solving processes, which utilize many search

and selection sequences, is described. The system is

being developed in the Department of Civil Engineering

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

One specific problem taken up 3 concerns the lo-

cation of a twenty mile stretch of highway in a given

location. Twenty-six important requirements are

identified each of which could be associated with a

preferred route location. For example, the need to

consider bridge costs would certainly require the seek-

ing out of a route with a minimum of intersecting

ravines or bodies of water. Other requirements could

demand quite different locations. Some of the other

requirements which Mulheim lists, such as land costs,

travel time, services and public financial losses may

be more readily assessed in a quanLA.Lative fashion

than others, like airpollution, eyesores, comfort and

safety, and regional development. For each of the

requirements a graphical representation of the area

12



being studied can be prepared showing light and dark

areas of various shades, such that a black area or

point indicates a desirable location for building the

highway, while a white area should be avoided with re-

spect to the given requirement. Computer-produced

pictures of the moon's surface from direct sensing of

a variable input of reflected light might suggest a

crude analogy.

The computer can handle large amounts of data as

input, and can also generate and display the images.

Obviously for the determination of each of the sev-

eral diagrams, the role of the computer will vary with

respect to that of the human analyst. For one set of

circumstances, a largely intuitive judgment may be the

one most suitable; for another, formal mathematical

procedures may be superior.

Combining all 26 of the diagrams is a hierarchical

process in which the designer begins with certain

small subsets of requirements which are photographi-

cally superimposed on each other to produce one solu-

tion. This process is repeated as a series of super-

impositions of subsets until a final diagram is pre-

pared showing, on the basis of the given assumptions,

the preferred highway location.

This is only a brief look at a rather sophisti-

cated study, and the student's interest in following

up the details in the original papers will depend

upon his academic background.

San Jose Traffic Control Project

When it is possible to observe directly the workings

of an on-going transportation research project which

utilizes a computer, the student can achieve a strong

sense of involvement with the total problem. We are

fortunate in having available for student visitation

in San Jose, a traffic control project originally

sponsored jointly by IBM Corporation and the San Jose

Public Works Department. The study project, which

was the first of its kind in the United States, began

in June of 1964 initially to determine the functional

and economic feasibility of controlling a traffic sig-

nal network by a central digital computer. The work

is described in an unpublished report entitled San

Jose Traffic Control Pro'ect 6 written after the com-

pletion of the first stage of the project on December

31, 1966 and made available through the courtesy of
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Mr. Gene Mahoney, the project engineer. On the site,

the students are able to see an on-line map model of
the intersections being controlled, to observe the com-
puter arrangement, and to examine the programs and the

data resulting from the studies.

Basically, the performance of the control system
can be evaluated by certain criteria which reflect
driver benefit and satisfaction. The required number
of stops in the study area, queuing delay, trip time,
density'throughput and speed variation are all useful

indicators of this kind. Of course, the variables in-
fluence each other, e.g., restriction of traffic in the
control area could certainly reduce delays there, but
it would also reduce the throughput of cars, obviously.
This initial study concentrated on measuring stops and
delays caused by traffic signals at 59 intersections.

The traffic control system is similar to all other
closed-loop control systems in that it involved informa-
tion gathering, decision making, execution and verifi-
cation, and evaluation and adjustment. A system for
controlling traffic does have specific additional needs.
The information gathering must be continuous to handle
momentary and long-range changes induced by accidents,
weather, parades, new construction, etc., and so,
obviously, must be the evaluation. Individual computer

control for each intersection also provides for flex-
ible decision making without requiring a physical
changeover.

The diagram, Fig. 1 indicates the control loop re-
lations.

The San Jose system, among other things, provides
for the following:

1. Positive computer control

2. Accurate timing for each controller step

3. Synchronous phasing of all changes when respond-
ing to changing conditions or manual instructions.

4. Real time detection and counting of vehicles.
Storage of counts.

5. Detection of special functions such as fire
station activities.

6. Automatic generation of traffic statistics.

A block diagram of the master control program,is shown
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in Fig. 2.

What have been the significant results to date of

this program? Primarily, techniques were developed

which have measurably reduced average vehicle delay,

the probability of a stop, and the trip time of cars

passing through the test area. vor a control area con-
taining 59 stop signals, the average delay per vehicle

was reduced by 12% and the probability of a stop by 7.3%.

Cost calculations indicated that these reductions resul-

ted in an approximate total annual cost reduction of
over $300,000 for the motorists. In addition, the com-

puterization adds control flexibility, evaluation capa-
bility and high reliability to the system and gives
promise of further steady improvement by analysis and

study.

By carefully observing this system the student can
get a clearer picture of some of the promise and limita-
tions of the computer when applied to a particular
aspect of the mounting transportation problems of an

urban area. He is then in a position to ask questions

such as: On the basis of an analysis of the time, equip-
ment and manpower required to carry this useful pilot study
to a satisfactory state of operation, what kind of re-
sources may have to be brought to bear on the transport

crises of a large metropolitan region? Are there any in-

dications that the political system can make resources of

the necessary magnitude available? As the complexities

of the systems grow and variables increase, to what ex-
tent may we expect that computer methods of analysis and

control will cope?

The student will surely have learned that simplistic
solutions will not do, and that the complex interrelatjla-
ships which need to be untangled before an approach to a
solution can be made cannot begin to be traced without
taking advantage of the devices of technology.
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C. CYBERNATION AND AGRICULTURE

The ages-old picture of the farmer as a creature bound to un-
remitting, hard physical toil is still a realistic one in many
parts of the world, but in the highly industrialized nations tech-
nology and science are radicary changing the face of agriculture.

In some ways, traditional farming as an enterprise seems the
antithesis of modern industry. Industrial technology favors con-
centration of supplies, production facilities and markets; the dis-
tribution of available arable land, water and natural energy re-
quires agricultural dispersion, and the changing of seasons fosters
.diversification. Mechanical industry demands precise scheduling
and punctuality; but crops are not grown according to the clock. A

cornerstone of industrial progress from the start has been the
specialization of skills; while the farmer has had to be a jack-of-
all-trades.

Now that the need to bring food production to a closer match
with world population growth has reached critical dimensions, the
technically developed nations, (the United States in particular),
are counting on revolutions in agriculture to help do the job. The

increases in agricultural productivity which have already been
realized come largely from an infusion of industrial materials
and methods. To students examining the effects of technology on
society, many questions about these changes are worth asking.

What are the important relations between agricultural and
industrial development to be considered in improving the economic
situation in the emerging nations? Is the small family farm worth
trying to preserve? What kind of place will systems analysis and
computer technology have in the new agriculture? Is industrial
farming wasteful of land and resources? What sources of food,
other than the familiar ones, are there? Can impending famine in
the impoverished lands be averted, whether by modernizing their
agriculture or utilizing the bounty from highly productive farms
in industrialized countries?

The last two questions are pivotal. Hopes for world order
will be vanishingly small if large groups of people in important
nations are starving. Agricultural expe'rts express sentiments on
this issue ranging from moderately optimistic to profoundly alarm-
ing. Contemporary technology and science, to be sure, realistic-
ally can be expected to continue generating strategies for ident-

ifying new sources of food and enriching the familiar ones. It is
suggested by some4 that there may be an emerging science of world
development based on quantification of resource variables. What-
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ever patterns of development obtain they will most certainly have

a technological foundation. However, in the light of surging

population growth, there is reason to doubt that they will be

sufficient5. Even though technology and science can themselves

offer imaginative approaches to population control, the political

and social realities are not easily brushed aside, and the need

of the individual for children of his own surpasses rationality,

sometimes.

Can science.and technology develop'synthetic proteins? Yes,

this has been done, but primarilj- on a laboratory scale. Only

one of the amino acids essential for human diets is being pro-

duced commercially. Many of the research approaches to synthetic

food production are promising and even exciting, but the move to

commercial production is as slow as the need is urgent.

Certain micro-organisms are capable of converting into scarce

protein, more abundant organic materials, which can be taken from

petroleum derivatives and other readily available sources but it

is very difficult to do on a large scale.

What then about algae growing, or harvesting fish from the

sea - can we find hope here? Yes, there is always hope, but in

spite of reports appearing in popular and scientific journals for

many years describing the possibilities and advantages of algae-

culture, the processes have continued to be experimental. There

is no indication that any large group of humans is ready to go on

an algae diet. As for the fish culture, the ocean remains a large-

ly untapped and little understood source of food and other natural

materials. Is there any reason why fish cannot be cultivated and

harvested in the same way as ordinary agricultural products?

Probably not. Certainly there has been small scale commercial fish-

growing in ponds for centuries. Carp-raising in China has been

notably efficient. The fact reamins that the primary method of

getting food from the ocean at present is simply catching the fish.

The ocean is such a bountiful source that scant attention has here-

tofore been paid to marine ecology and consideration of the replen-

ishment of the supply by other than natural means. The "disappear-

ance" of such varieties as sardines and herring from certain areas

may be a warning that the ocean may not be an inexhaustible source.

Much attention has been given to the use of fishmeal produced by

grinding the whole fish as a promising major source of protein for

the world's hungry. There have been obstacles to this program too -

some medical or political, and some related to food habits or reli-

gious dietary restriction. Oceanography is now generally held forth

as a source of hope, and there is the burgeoning belief that man's

future is in the sea and from the sea. The fact remains that if we

misuse the sea as we have, quite obviously, the land, the sea will
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offer little future. Man's future, in terms of oceanography, is

in his use of the sea, so that actually man's future is in himself.

On the land, we have not yet had to ask ourselves in this

country whethier we, in the sight of a calorie and protein-poor

world can afford to feed so much of our grains to livestock when

the yield of meat is so low in terms of relative food value, but

that time may come.

To what extent can we count on opening up new, previously un-

cultivated areas by clearing forests, irrigatirig dry lands and fer-

tilizing where the soil is poor in essential elements? According

to a publication of the United States Department of Agriculture

only 30% of the potentially cultivatable land in the world is now

being used.9 Surely agriculture will expand into some of these

areas, given time, but the obstacles are many. Much of this land

is really quite infertile, and the amount of labor and soil nu-

trients which would have to be used to bring it into production

would make the project economically unsound. Much of the land,

also, is in tropical regions and there are special problems

associated with tropical agriculture. Some of the basic crops

which do well in the temperate countries fare poorly in hot, damp

climates. The seeds are ill-adapted to the different climatic

conditions, many plant diseases are endemic and insects, vora-

cious. More research - a gfeat deal more - is needed to develop

crop strains which are hardy under these circumstances. Farmers,

wherever they are, cannot or will not produce food for the market

at a financial loss for very long. Water costs money, agricul-

tural research costs money, and so does fertilizer. What is even

more ironic and disheartening for those countries which are

struggling to keep above a subsistence level, the relative costs

of development for agriculture are substantially greater than they

are in title industrially-advanced nations. According to Theodore

Schultz 0, the price of fertilizer in relation to the price of

farm products is strikingly lower in Japan, for example, than in

India. Rice farmers in India pay three or four times as much for

a pound of nitrogenous fertilizer as Japanese farmers do in terms

of their market price for rice.

Some are confident that most of the existing obstacles to the

potential means of adding to the world's food supply mentioned in

the preceding paragraphs could be overcome in time with a massive

application of scientific, technological and industrial aid. Un-

fortunately, there are political and cultural realities to be

faced as well. In some of the impoverished nations (perhaps most

notably in Latin America) there are still large landed estates

owned by relatively few wealthy people who are not financially
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pressed to place the greater portion of their lands under inten-

sive cultivation. Where these conditions exist there are general-

ly heavy pressures on the government to redistribute the land.

Sometimes land reform movements prevail, by revolution or by

peaceful means; often they are resisted. But even when land is re-

distributed, the peasant farmers are not immediately prepared to

operate their own plots by other than the subsistence methods which

they know the best. Often agricultural yields are decreased. The

governments in these countries are mostly ill-equipped to offer the

financial and technical assistance required, and this job often

falls to aid teams from the wealthier countries. From the stand-

point of the need to produce more food in a short period of time,

the maintaining of bigger land units where feasible (but fully sup-

ported with all of the technological structure required for large-

scale agricultural production) seems to provide the more effective

answer. Except that then there would be even less hope for the

small farmer than now, and the drift to the teeming, explosive

urban slums would become a torrent.

Pessimism is hard to avoid, but then one turns attention to

the countries where agricultural scarcity has been effectively

solved for their own citizens. What are the identifiable condi-

tions which have resulted in agricultural abundance, and what are

the new methods of technology which may insure for these countries

a continuing increase in farm productivity? The statistics are

striking. One clear indicator of the stage of agricultural devel-

opment in a given country is the number of farms and farmers

actively engaged in producing food. A sharp reduction occurs at

a relatively late stage of a maturing agriculture. In the United

States in the last 25 years, the number of farms has nearly halved

as the average size of the farms has more than doubled. We re-

quire 50 million acres less to produce more food than we did 40

years ago. If the present rate of change continues, and it could

conceivably increase, the number of farms could be projected to

drop from about 3.1 million now to 1.5 million by 1980, and farm

employment will halve while farm production keeps rising. One

farm worker today produces food for 34 persons compared with 14

in 1945. 1

This staggering productivity is a direct function of the

application of science and technology with heavy investments of

capital. First came mechanization, then electrification and now

there is automation. There is automatic spraying, mechanical

planting, fertilizing and harvesting, and controlled environments

are available for poultry and livestock. With planters capable

of working eight and twelve rows at a time, one man can seed 100

to 150 acres of corn or soybeans a day. This is 10 to 20 times
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what could be done by mules. A mechanical harvester has been

developed which can pick 15 tons of tomatoes per hour with a
crew of 14 persons as compared with 1.5 to 2 tons per day for

hand picking. This year nearly all of California's tomato crop
will be machine harvested, and it should not be long before the
necessary sorting will be done electronically on the harvesting

machine. There is already a technique of electronic sorting

used in lemon packing plants. The past two years have seen con-
certed attempts to unionize labor in the fields of California.
There has been bitter strife, and no doubt one of the primary
effects will be an increase in the adoption of mechanical de-
vices by the farmers; although some crops such as certain
fruits and nuts are inherently difficult to harvest mechanically.

At the beginning of this section it was suggested that

there are basic differences between traditional agriculture and
the mechanical industries which make agriculture less adaptable
to automatic and cybernetic methods of control. Industrial

history shows us however, that processes whin are not by nature
suited for automatization will often be reshaped so that they
can be automated if the change appears economically desirable.

We can see in the United States fundamental changes of this
kind taking place in agriculture. Technological and scientific

development go hand in hand. For example, a fruit may not be
well suited for automatic picking because the individual fruits

ripen over too long a period of time. For this reason, agricul-

tural scientists develop a variety whose ripening span is
foreshortened. Size, shape, toughness of skin and many other
characteristics of agricultural products can be altered by plant

breeding experimentation to meet industrial processing needs.
Familiar varieties may disappear from markets to be replaced by

new ones which are better adapted to production farming.

There are some agricultural economists who feel that the
small family farm will no longer survive in this country for
many more years. Instead, there will be huge corporate farms
mass-producing food for the nation by factory-like methods. The

trend is already very apparent. Not only are there large farms

which have grown from small ones by acquisition of adjacent
acreage in support of high efficiency operation, but also
II conglomerate" corporations are turning to agriculture, confident
that a cost-conscious management can return sizable profits. 6

Approximately 40% of the estimated 2.7 billion broiler chickens
produced in the United States in 1967 have come from automated
farms run by no more than a dozen corporations. It is true that
poultry and egg production is especially suited to automation.
In fact, poultry production has essentially moved off farms, and
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into broiler factories not tied to the land. However, field crops

too can yield high profits with labor saving machines, new fertili-

zers and efficient management. At least one corporation is making

time-and-motion studies on farm operations.

Developments of this kind, naturally lead to examination of

the most advanced types of supporting services to the new agricul-

tural enterprises. The computer is bound to be used more as time

goes on, and one can also look for increased application of systems

analysis.

Electronic processing of farm management records for tax and

accounting purposes in this country and Canada has been a fact for

several years now, serving about 10,000 primary producers. 7 This

is a fairly obvious use of the computer for large scale operations.

More innovative, perhaps, is an experimental program which has

been described by Irving D. Canton. 2 This is a kind of computer-

ized decision assistance service which his company provides to

farm managements. It can be used to help the farmer decide on such

things as the optimum crop mix and chemical spray combinations

to be used for his own situation. The program required extensive

data from each farmer, who, to be sure, must have adequate records.

Soil test information, past maintenance costs for each piece of

mechanized equipment, general cropping history and average rainfall

for the area are all examples of the kind of input needed to pre-

pare an effective program. The farmer will, of course, be interes-

ted in obtaining a maximum profit, and he may have the choice of

planting a mix of several different crops to optimize his return.

It is no easy task to predict the selling price of the various

crops for the purposes of calculation. The most effective way

appears to be to use computer analysis of past price trends and

supply-demand factors in combination with the independent predic-

tions of consultants.

One segment of a much larger program describes the potential

profitability for a corn crop grown on one 58-acre field out of

15 fields belonging to a farmer. A number of possible yields in

terms of bushels per acre are listed along with required planting

rates; pounds per acre (and cost) of nitrogen, phosphate and

potash; machine and materials costs; and then total costs are

compared with gross revenue to determine the crop yield which

should produce maximum profit. Maximum yield and maximum profit

may very well not coincide. These calculations are then com-

pared with those for other possible crops such as soy beans or

alfalfa grown on the same field. It may become apparent that

planting corn for the maximum conveivable profit would not be

possible because it would require more capital for fertilizer
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than the farmer can make available. In that case, the other

options would have to be consiclered.

Of course an efficient farmer with relatively small acreage

could make these kinds of calculations without the computer, but

as the size and complexity of the operations grow the numbers of

variables and options become too difficult to handle. Other

possible applications of the computer now in the developmental

stage are being considered in studies of decision models which

are expected to lead to improved ways of controlling unpredictable

variables such as plant pests.

The average size of farms in the United States will continue

to increase and as this occurs so will the need for professionally

trained people skilled in a variety of fields to insure success

in mass-scale agricultural enterprises. Systems analysis is be-

ginning to be applied to industrial farming for management deci-

sions - a predictable development in any corporate operation. It

has also been suggested by Jensen 3 that this approach to their

research would permit agricultural scientists to reassess their

goals with a clearer view toward future needs. He declares that

systems analysis would have anticipated the mismatch between cur-

rent cultivation practices and the leaf characteristics and size

of the new short-strawed wheat varieties. These semi-dwarf types

permit a higher utilization of sunlight, with the likelihood that

rows could be planted closer together. However, there has not

been adequate research on results with closely spaced rows in the

past, nor is there a commercial way to plant them since drills

in this country have a fixed row spacing of 7 or 8 inches.

Surely there are ways in which physicists, marketing

specialists, agricultural engineers, plant breeders and others

can cooperate to meet future food needs. The systems which

must be studied with all available tools and talents encompass

ecological factors related to man's whole environment.

We are still, in our Western countries, burdened with un-

corrected blights remaining as a heritage of the First Industrial

Revolution. The science of ecological systems is as yet not

sufficiently advanced to assure us that we can avoid similar

errors being committed in the name of modern industrial farming

practices. In fact we have dismal evidence that some are. The

build-up of pesticide concentrations in plants and animals is

increasing, although the biological effects are not yet well

understood. Fertilizers, too, used in large amounts can change

the character of run-off into the streams and rivers, and, with

other pollutants, feed thick growths of algae which rob the water

of its oxygen. There are those who feel that the blanket of air



which surrounds the earth is being measurably robbed of the neces-

sary oxygen to support human life by many processes including the

defoliation and suburbanization of grasslands and forests. In

this light, the large-scale microbiotic conversion of common hydro-

carbons into protein becomes less promising, since this kind of

process does not generate oxygen.

The prodigious productive efficiency which has resulted from

the application of science and technology to agriculture in the

United States haa been a two-sided endowment. At a time when con-

servation of all resources to provide for the future of the earth's

billions is a critical necessity, can we be sure that giant agri-

cultural industries in fact offer the most efficient way to pro-

duce food either from the standpoint of continuous yield per acre,

or yield per dollar spent for supporting materials and services:

The farms of such countries as Holland and Japan provide clear

evidence that high yields can be sustained on relatively small

acreages. In these countries, of necessity, agricultural planning

provides for a maximum return on resource utilization with a min-

imum of waste.

In the United States, as small farmers are forced to the wall,

and their insufficiently productive lands lie unused or go under

concrete there is nowhere for them to go but to the industrial

centers to seek work for which they are too often unprepared. Per-

haps, in time, systems will be developed in semi-rural complexes

which combine industry and modest-sized agricultural holdings

offering the optimum combination of productivity and livability.

The prospect of designing this kind of social unit to meet demands

of the future could provide a stimulating challenge to systems

planners from many disciplines.
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D. CYBERNATION AND THE ARTIST

In a course like Cybernation and Man, which seeks to stimu-
late communication and deepen understanding among the various
academic disciplines, many uncommon interfaces are exposed. Few,

at first, seem more unlikely then that between art and technology
if we think of art as the most sensitive reflection of humanness -
humanness capable of error and the creation of beauty and endless

surprise. Technology, as embodied in the machine and its functions,
even when (as it,can be) closely engaged with human purpose, is
designed for efficiency, speed and perfection - for eliminating the

possibility of human error.

Art, of course, has always relied on some aspects of technol-
ogy. The materials of the painter, the tools of the sculptor, and
the instruments of the musician are all products of technology.

The relationships between art and the new technologies, however,
have become subtle and complex. Composers can use the electronic
media to provide new dimensions of sound beyond the constraints
imposed by the ordinary instruments. Since the camera can see

more than the eye, not for many years have painters felt any
necessity for concentrating their art upon a given subject from

their visible surroundings. Now the electron microscope has
unveiled a hitherto hidden inner world, so that the art of non-
representation finds that it is duplicating other patterns of
nature. But there is much more to it than this. The whole idea

of human creativity is up for re-examination when the question
"Can the machine create?" is asked.

Not all of the arts and humanistic enterprises relate to
technology in the same degree, or in the same way. Discussing
the relationships, an engineer or scientist may feel inclined
to classify arts in order to define them. How to define, and
whether or not the arts can be classified, are old philosophical

questions.

Plato had fixed ideas of the arts as srecific realms of
being, and drew a firm distinction between the useful and the

fine arts. Following Aristotle, the medieval scholastics made
a like separation, classifying the humanities as liberal while
assigning all manual activity to a category of mechanical arts.
Hegel and Kant proposed systems of classification, but Benedetto
Croce has said there can be no classification of an activity for
which limits cannot be described.

Is art a skill or the product of that skill, which stimu-
lates an aesthetic response in a beholder or listener - a
special interest or a sense of beauty? Partly this surely, but
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some can apparently be stirred in a similar manner by products of

mechanical industry. Then, using this criterion alone, a machine
duplicated automobile might be considered an artistic work. It

appears likely that many artists would refuse to accept as art

that which is completely machine-fabricated or composed, no matter
how conceived originally. Possibly a mechanical product could be
perceived as artistic more readily when removed from a utilitarian

setting. An ancient urn (hand-made by a primitive technology, to
be sure), would probably at first have had whatever beauty it

possessed subordinated to its utility. Now shorn of serviceability,

it can be appreciated by the modern day beholder for its grace, and

the entire imagery evoked by its imagined history. Yet it does not
seem fair,Either, to deny entirely the fact of serviceability to a

work of art. Perhaps the value should somehow be related to pur-

pose, too. A case could be made for withholding the stamp of
artistic merit from any creation whose purpose is destructive or

totally commercial.

Art is also, along with science, sometimes said to be related

to the pursuit of truth, but truth is elusive. While the artist

may strive to project his moment into permanence, the vision of

truth for one generation does not necessarily obtain for the next

or the one after that. Is the glory of Mozart eternal? We would

like to think so, but two hundred years is not eternity, nor does
Western man necessarily set the style of taste for all of mankind.

And so we try to define or classify art at our own risk. The

forms of art, affected by new tools, keep changing. Yet we must

talk about the activity that people who are called artists, engage

in. Art may be much else besides the creations of a Rembrandt, a
Mozart or a Shakespeare but these we can unequivocally accept as

art in our place and time.

In the Nineteenth Century the reaction of creative people to

the Industrial Revolution was ambivalent J.M.W. Turner and Walt

Whitman each saw a kind of beauty in the powerful locomotives,
while Charles Dickens wrote in Hard Times of "...vast piles of
buildings full of windows where there was a rattling and a tremb-
ling all day long, and where the piston of the steam engine worked
monotonously up and down like the head of an elephant in a state

of melancholy madness." William Blake had earlier expressed his

dismay, when he wrote of the "cogs tyrannic", yet he also sensed
that technology would have to be used to deal with the new en-

vironment.

There were many artistic styles. Music and painting were

surely affected by technology and the new industrialization, but
the direct influence is not always easy to trace. It was often
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a negation. The Romantic artists celebrated the freedom of the

individual to express himself, and reaffirmed the glories of nature

and the human spirit. A strong reaction to the bleak ugliness of

mass-produced articles of the times was voiced in the arts and

crafts movement which flourished in England in the latter part of

the century. John Ruskin had been its prophet, and its credo was

stated by William Morris. Morris wanted to reject the whole idea

of mass production and to rcAurn to the principles of medieval

craftsmanship. 2 The furnishings and other works made in his shops

were aesthetically pleasing but the primary effect of the movement

on the mass market was merely to cause some manufacturers to add

non-functional embellishments to their machine products.

In the present century, extraordinary changes in the arts

have accompanied the revolutions in science and technology.

Planck, Einstein and other Twentieth Century physicists and mathe-

maticians shook the orderly logic of cause and effect. Newton's

majestic scheme of absolute time and absolute space was undone.

The mechanization of transportation on the ground and in the air

would make high-speed travel available to all. Space was to be

explored to the fullest, and time to be considered in other terms.

The movement away from the representational which began with

the Impressionists and post-Impressionist painters in the century

just past became a quest for new means of expression. A subject

in the visible world was no longer needed as a model. The Cubists,

for example, in their works destroyed objects by abstracting
geometrical elements, and then re-assembled them to give a sense

of movement from a variety of contrasting but characteristic view-

points. 6 Art was experimental, but not always in tne sense of a

kinship with science and technology. Recognizing the importance

that scientific developments were having on our culture, some

artists were antagonized by what they felt was the self-involved

and anti-humanistic attitude of science. Willing to try out some

of the new materials of technology, they still had little use

for any but the handicraft methods of production in their own work.

There surely were different points of view. The Futurists,

in the time just before the First World War exalted the machines.

Taking their cue from the Italian poet, Marinetti, they insisted

that art was to be found in form as movement, with the spectator

at the center. Dadaism, on the other hand shortly afterwards re-

jected the whole technological culture which could mount such a

war, and questioned whether art could even have a function in that

society.

In the succeeding decades of this century, up to the present

one, numerous avant-garde movements have followed on the heels of
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the one before, or existed concurrently. Sometimes painters use
recognizable symbols for making social commentary, but the one pre-
dominant continuing pattern has been the flight from objectivism,

the exploring of fresh means through various levels of abstraction.
Stream-of-consciousness, atonality and randomness in the arts have
not been popular with the masses of people, but the artist has had
his own vision and iconoclasm has been worn like a badge.

However, in this current age of mass communications, the media
voraciously consume, then disgorge, symbols and images, constantly
seeking the new and the different. The unorthodox can soon become

an orthodoxy. The viewing and listening public often tires of
familiar faces and sensations. Artists, who may in the past have

had no concern with a mission to communicate with a large audience
can now become recognized even though comparatively few people
know their works except by reproduction or reputation. All that

may be required is a chance news story or a titillating television
aL?earance, and another personality is discovered; his commercial
success assured - at least for the moment.

The forces of commerce and technology are today ovarwhelmingly
pervasive. Art, as a reflection of its times, could aot remain
unaffected by them if it would. The writer must deal with a
language threatened by emasculation as words, lavished on trivia in
a great flood of print and sound, begin to lose color and potency.
Fact outstrips the imagination daily, and the novel and poem lose
place to the report. The musician, for some time, has had a useful
partner in the contrivances of electronics. The 1967 Pulitzer Prize
for music was given to Professor Leon Kirchner of Harvard (described
by Newsweek magazine as a musical conservative ) 4 for his String
Quartet No. 3 which uses electronic sound on tape along with conven-
tional stringed instruments. As the artist or sculptor seeks novelty
and movement, he relies more and more upon mechanical devices and
industrial materials for his effects. He develops assemblages of
bus tickets, plastic foam and fireworks; "sculptures" of playing
lights; and mobiles whose movements are controlled by unplanned in-
teraction of their electronic and mechanical elements. This is
not all new. In 1913, Marcel Duchamp mounted a bicycle on a stool
and had a mobile. Thundering cannons with the 1812 Overture have
provided a dramatic, if unsubtle, accompaniment to Tchaikovsky's
music. For 30 years John Cage has searched for electrical means
to make all of the sounds of the earth audible for music. What

is new are the kinds and ranges of devices now available to the

artist. High vacuum optical coating chambers, explosive-forming
processes, hi-fi amplifiers, television and plastic forming ma-

chines have all been used. 1 If Marshall McCluhan is right and
technology is an extension of the human body then nothing should
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be more natural. If it is also an extension of the mind, the
electronic computer would seem to have a rightful place in the act

of creation. It is to the computer that some artists, and technol-

ogists and scientists associated with artists, look for help with

some of their most eventful works.

In the interaction between technology and art, the computer is

of special interest, because, as stated at the beginning of this

section, some of the unresolved quvtions about machine "intelligence"

come into sharp focus as we examine its role in artistic creativity.

"Can the computer be used in the creation of art?" We have not

been able to define art very satisfactorily, and would have little

more success with a definition of creativity. Perhaps in the con-

text of the foregoing discussion, the question might better be put

"Can the computer be used in the production of works which by gen-

eral cidtical standards are considered artistic?" leaving for the

moment the dilemma of the professional critic in setting standards

for the art of today. One implied part of the question seems easy

to answer when referring to the present generation of computers.

They cannot now be expected to develop an original artistic work,
since they must initially be programmed by a human being. However,

in association with an ingenious human, the computer has already
given fascinating evidence that it can help produce novel ex-

periences of artistic merit. A. Michael Noll has describel
methods of programming through special purpose languages which per-

mit an artist to produce visual images. More of the experimental

work along these lines seems to have been done by engineers and
scientists (often working with artists) than by artists alone be-

cause of the complexities involved in programming. So it may be

assumed that these experiments have not ordinarily pushed art to

its creative limits.

Noll has provided two intriguing illustrations of computer
paintings which very closely resemble works by recognized artists.

One is an example of "op arth, a great deal of which relies on

mathematical patterns. The computer handles such problems

readily, and in this case produced a sinusoidal wave form with
a linearly increasing period, which gives an overwhelming impress-

ion of motion. To a casual observer, at least, it is virtually

indistinguishable from Bridget Riley's "Currents". In the other

case, one of Piet Mondrian's paintings is used for comparison.

Mondrian dealt with space in starkly geometric terms. His

"Composition With Lines" is made up entirely of vertical and
horizontal black bars within an outline that is apparently

circular except for a slight flattening on the periphery at
ninety degree intervals. Certain observations were made about

the pattern of placement of the bars and their relative lengths
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and widths, sufficient to allow the generation by computer of a
similar composition, with pseudorandom numbers. It is interesting

to note that when copies of Mondrian's painting, and the one pro-
duced by the computer were shown, unidentified, to 100 people of
widely differing backgrounds, 59 preferred the somewhat less

orderly computer-produced picture. If Mondrian had had the com-

puter available to him in 1917, possibly many of the tedious de-
tails of bringing his idea to completion could have been elimina-

ted. We do not know whether the idea of saving time would have
interested him, nor can we tell whether he would have been as

satisfied with the final result.

It has been over ten years since the first piece of music

was composed by a computer. In the intervening time there has

been a constant increase in the amount of experimentation being

carried on. Some of the research has to do with such tasks as
printing scores, cataloguing or making statistical analyses on
certain features of the works of various composers in order to

compare their styles. If we are primarily concerned with ques-
tions of creativity, then the work being done in musical composi-

tion is of the most interest. Furthermore, it is also apt to be

more rewarding then computer research on the creation of visual

arts or literary works, becalipe of the smaller number of symbols

to be manipulated.

Music in the Western world has for the most part evolved as
composers have found ways of eliminating accepted constraints;
thereby reducing the tendency toward repetition of certain con-

ventional patterns. Some constraints are obviously necessary.
A totally random sequence of notes would be achingly dull to the

human ear. Nevertheless, within the framework of a few establish-

ed rules of composition (perhaps characteristic of a given
style) a randomly selected succession of notes can result in the

production of acceptable melodies. The computer can generate

random notes with great rapidity, unrestricted by limitations
under which conventional instruments make sound; but also having

some limits of its own at the moment. Fink 2 has described the
experiments conducted a few years ago at the University of Illinois
which resulted in the first substantial work of computer music.
Strongly imitative, the work nevertheless pointed to significant
new directions in music composition. The composer, with the aid
of the computer, can now produce cascades of sound never before
heard. These sounds at first have seemed strange and unfulfill-
ing to human ears, but also interesting and at times, stimulating.
Computer composition is still very expensive, and somewhat inhibi-
ting to the composer because the computer cannot be "played" in
real time. However, certain other more traditional factors inhi-
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biting his output are being overcome. The studies are also pro-
ducing new insights into musical theory.

Attempts to write literary works by computer have followed
along lines sketched by students of communication theory. 8 It is
possible, for example, to construct sentences which resemble
English by cutting all of the words out of a long, standard English
text, placing them in a box, and then drawing them out in a random
fashion. Usually "meaning" is just tantalizingly out of reach in
the new text, but, sometimes the results are amusing or provocative.

Given certain patterns of input, a computer can string letters and
words together in a random sentence-generating program with great
rapidity so that many surprising word orders appear. Language,
however, is a uniquely human instrument, capable of evoking a vast
range of images. It would seem beyond the power of any presently
conveivable computer to write a genuine literary work.

What, in summary, can be said about the artist in a technolo-
gical world? Pirst, the artist has experienced, as Landau 5 puts
it, "a great return to the bosom of man." The Romantic notion
of the artist-as-individual, aloof from the mass, could not really
be expected to survive in an age of technology, when the huge re-
sources of public communication force artists to interact contin-
ually with each other and the whole culture.

There are some artists today who still find the need to re-
tain some measure of recognizable symbolism to give force to
their commentary on modern society; but there are many more who
see no need for symbolism. For them reality resides in pure
structure. In a world without object, representation of objects
is irrelevant. The plunge into abstraction has fostered an im-
pulsive experimentalism which has led further to action art, found
art, and even the happening. Is this art or anti-art? Can there
be art without purpose or direction? If art has become a succes-
sion of random experiences, then could not the computer produce a
valid form of art? Is there any critical judgment of modern art
that can be respected?

It is not only the Philistine, but the humanist who asks
these questions. Perhaps this is not surprising, since the
humanist is often more comfortable looking toward the past. There
are articulate artists who do not shy from the implications of
this kind of question. Discounting the poseurs among them, they
are sure that the artist, no less than before, is especially alive
to the times in which he lives. Each generation has had its own
conception of art. What other response, they ask, can an artist
have in a time in which matter has become an aspect of energy, in
which man can no longer hide from his collective brutality, and
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his fouled environment closes in on him? In an age of cybernation
when work loses its significance, perhaps the artist's individual-
ity must be submerged, and his role must become one of sensitizing
all men to the artistic experience in their surroundings, to sound
and movement, and even to their machines.

One who does not profess to be an artist does not know the
answer to these questions. He may, however, find it reasonable to
suppose that if an honest art is possible in an age such as ours,
then surely there will be fine artists among us. Their art will be
a true reflection of our time, and perhaps the most prophetic indi-
cation of the future.
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PART II

A. INTRODUCING COMPUTERS

Most teachers have learned a speech technique for starting a
lecture to a class called the "rhetorical question." We suspect

it has been used so often that students are quite bored when the
teacher starts his course in Algebra by saying: "What id Algebra?
-Algebra is the branch of mathematics that ..." We have done the
same thing so often that we were tempted here to say, "What is a
computer?"

The natural urge by teachers to vary their style has prompted
us to ask our cybernation and man class if they have ever used

a computer. It was surprising how many have. In the San
Francisco Bay Area (the 100 mile long megopolis on the west coast
of California) many high schools have made their small computers
available to students in special courses in programming or as
part of the senior year of mathematics. It appears that computers
are not strange to the younger people in this area.

We have tried to reestablish our position as leaders of the
class; the position teachers have historically held, by asking if
any of the students have talked to a computer. We knew what we
were leading up to but did the class? We have all assumed that
when talking to our car because it won't start, or by talking to
the bowling ball so that it will change course and knock down
those pins, that we are in effect talking to ourselves. This

wasn't what we were referring to.

One clever student said he had talked to a computer. He had
visited a local computer research laboratory where they had a
device designed to convert speech sounds into electric impulses
that could be recognized by a machine in a distinct pattern and
form. This in turn could be used to control a computer. This

could be considered talking to a computer, and in turn the compu-
ter reacting or indicating a response to the voice.

"Could a computer talk to a human?" There we go again with
the questions. Look up the word "VODER". This was a device in-
vented by some clever people at Bell laboratories over 30 years
ago. Can you make a connection between the question and the
"Voder" in the light of modern day computer use? With this in-
formation, now, you too can ask a deductive question one tl-qt
will lead your audience to a specific topic which you have pre-
pared yourself to lecture about.

Some other questions come to mind, such as: "Can Computers
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repair themselves? "Can Computers reproduce?" "Can Computers see
or feel?"

What is the next most obvious question? You will notice that
it is a human characteristic to compare other things to ourselves.
We establish our authority and relative importance in the universe
by proving that only humans can do "human" things. Who, or what,
is comparing us and on what basis e-e we being judged adequate or
inadequate?

The next time you hear someone, talking about computers, say,
"You can always pull out the plug", consider just how secure they
are about the man-machine relationship.

The reai problems of the computer in man's environment are com-

plex and ever changing. To be concerned and informed is necessary
and the primary reason for the course "Cybernation and Man" at
San Jose State College. As a persons "knowledge appetite" is
whetted, the means to satisfy this desire is thorough reading and
then supplemented by film, TV and audio tapes. At the end of this
section, we will list books in our collection. This could be
helpful to those having a large library available, although I'm
sure there are many other books available on this subject that
we have not seen or that will be published tomorrow. Our first
report has a larger section devoted to a listing of films and
audio tapes.

We also must recommend that those interested in computers
watch the TV program "21e; Century." It is excellent and most
informative. Some special commercial programs produced by IBM
and others are also good. In addition the education TV series
by "NET", Canadian and British documentaries are very good; don't
turn them off. We have also heard several radio programs con-
ducted by university stations and tape broadcasts of panel dis-
cussions about computers, that were very good.

All teachers know how to search for and use 16mm films for
classes. These films are very good and are, of course, designed
to effectively put across a certain subject and concept. Some
of the movies we have used are listed in section seven of our
first report.

Any one who lives within driving distance of the next Spring
cr Fall - "Joint Computer Conference" should take two days from
any activity except a marriage or the bosses birthday party, and
attend. This twice yearly conference has two prime features,
the presentations of papers and the demonstrations of equipment.
We have learned more about computers in a day at these confer-
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ences than we could in a month at the college. As an example, we
attended a section devoted to "The Computer and Music" at the

San Francisco meeting. The papers presented, the demonstrations
and the discussion that followed left us with a completely new

area to think about. We were fascinated by what lies in the fu-
ture and our knowledge about music has been expanded considerably

by this experience. Take two or three young people with you to
the next computer confeence and double your enjoyment, watch how
quickly they discover and accept the new things in this world.

The following sections of this report are designed to help
teachers understand the basic functional parts of computers,
some examples of how computers are used and a very simplified

series of lessons on programming. The sections on the computer
and programming are taken from our classroom notes and could

be used for other similar classes. The programming section

features Fortran language because it is most useful and most

used with small and medium sized computers.



B. COMPUTEP7) "DOYN MACHINES"

An inaccruate quotation of Confucius might be "Some people do,
some people think". We have heard and read much concerning the
debate about computer "thinking". "The giant brain," "the ability
of computers to play games," "Big-Brother computers," and many
other similar comments 1.cquent1y used to imply that electronic
computers can think like a human. It is more appropriate, but
possibly not so interesting, to describe the computer in terms of
its other important characteristic, that is, the ability to do
a great amount of routine calculating in a hurry. It can do a
lot, do it accurately and do it quickly. We could call it a doing
machine.

Computers are very fast. It takes a computer only micro-
seconds of time to do an arithmetic calculation that we would take
hours to do in our brain. Table 1 in the appendix shows a more
accurate time schedule for one operation for various sizes of
computers.

A computer is not only fast but also very versatile. It can
do many different things by combinations of its very simple basic
functions. In section "E" is a nartial listing of some of the
currcnf IIFAs of computers.

Some people think that the computer has limitless capacity
for processing information. This is true in a sense, because a
computer could be programmed to continuously take in inventory
data, as an example, and constantly calculate purchasing orders.

For a large organization such as Sears, Ford, Standard Oil, etc.
such a computer could be set up to do just such a job. The
amount of data being processed on a computer in full use by a
large organization is beyond comprehension.

A computer really accepts two distinct things for processing.
It will require instructions on how to process the data and
the data for processing. Most digital computers are called
stored program computers. This means a computer has an appro-
priate mechanism to take messages into Its system and store them.
These messages are coded to describe the precise method of
processing the data.

In a simple form this would be a set of instructions saying
add the number of each piece of data to the total accumulated
and store in some memory section for future reference, and
repeat. This could then go on for 100 pieces of data or one
million. Whatever the number, the instructions to do thp, job
would vary little.
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A computer can accept into its system the data (any amount)
and instructions to process the data in any combination or com-
plexity. All of this then leads .os to one kind of definition
of a digital computer. It is a very fast and complicated ver-
satile machine that can process large amounts of data by accept-
ing and storing the instructions, as well as the data needed for
the problem solution.

Getting into the heart of the computer we find that its
simplest cell is an "on" - "off" unit. This means that a compu-
ter, when you get right down to the core of its operating mecha-
nism, or circuit, can only operate in the binary mode. The
basic function of the internal circuitry is to close or open a
circuit, or detect a closed or open circuit.

The above, of course, is a simplified version of the many
ways in which the binary mode can be activated or detected but it
will serve to demonstrate how the components of a computer are
organized to take a simplified binary condition and by compound-
ing snd adding these together very complex systcms can be developed.

A digital computer can sense, by its electronic elements,
some form of a "1" or "0". This can be interpreted as "yes" or
"no" and "+" or "-". The "1" and "0" when taken in varioud se-
quences will represent numbers and letters of the alphabet so
that words can be formed. This becomes the vehicle by which
humans can communicate with this machine. Let's consider a sim-
ple example:

01100 = 12 = twelve

binary decimal English

The binary code can then be read, from right to left, to mean
"off", "off", "on", "on", "off", In the exact numerical
form this would then be:

2
3

2
2

2
1

2
0

FIGURE 1. BINARY SYSTEM OF NUMBERS
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In deciAa1 equivalent this means:

2
0

1 none

2
1 2 none

2 = L. one 4

,3
c: =

0
o one 8

2
4

= 16 none

TOTAL = 12

A little later we will explain binary numbers in greater detail.

With very complicated combinations of the basic ability to

do this simple binary recognition a computer can:

1.) Perform very complicated scientific numerical calculations.

2.) Do word, or literature, searches, in contrast to number

listing and sorting.

3.) Keep inventory information, update and report.

4.) Simulate complex systems such as "industrial" processes.

In summary we can say that of the thousands of computers now in

use there is a major grour that can be classified for descriptive

purposes. This broad general class of computers have these basic

characteristics:

1.) General Purpose

2.) Stored Programs

3.) Digital and

4.) Electronic

This then can be the definition of digital computers as used

in this report.
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C. FUNCTIONAL UNITS OF A COMPUTER

The general purpose, stored program, digital computer that is

electronically operated can cost up to several millions of dollars.

Those of medium size or smaller, used by many schools can be rented

for several thousands of dollars per month. Table 1, appendix,

shows how large, medium and small computers can be classified on

the basis of their memory size. The memory capacity is a factor in

determining cost so that in general large machines cost more than

small machines.

The complexity of the circuitry and mechanical components in

a computer need not concern the average user. Just as most of us

drive an automobile well without knowing the compression ratio,

volumetric efficiency of the carburetor venturi or the method of

valving the hydraulic fluid in the automatic transmission, we can

operate the computer without full knowledge of the inner complexity

of these machines.

All computers may be divided into five areas of operation and

the schematic diagram Figure 2 shows the functional relationship

of these units.

INPUT
DEVICE

MEMORY

ARITHMETIC-LOGIC

CONTROL UNIT

Figure 2.

Schematic Diagram of The Main FUnctional
Units of A Digital Computer
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a. Input devices

The input unit provides a means of entering informa-

tion into the computer. Since computers are electronic
the design of a device to communicate with the memory will
necessarily be in the form of electric impluse generation.

The input unit must deliver to the computer's memory a

sequence of electric pulses patterned and timed in such a

way as to be binary and with a fixed and understandable

code. Our former example of a binary coded word "twelve"
could be sent to a memory unit, such as a magnetic disc,

in this voltage pulse form.

STAIff

111 mIiIIIIlb

FIGURE 3.

POSITIVE VOLTAGE MEANS "I"

IMM/

II
MIGATIT* VOLTAGE ICAO "0"

- - DAIVM

In this example, the train of impulses is used to indi-
cate a binary code for the word twelve which is recorded
in a memory unit, such as a disc, as magnetic spots.
We'll go into more detail on how these spots can store

information later.

Two fundamental types of messages are sent from the
input device to the computer memory; data and instruc-

tions.

b. Media for input

Six types of input media are used in popular forms

of computers. They are:

1) Cards (punched cards with Holleyith code)

2) Magnetic tape
3) Paper tape
4) Magnetic ink characters
5) Cathode ray tube and light pen
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6) Handwritten material optically scanned and read

All of these must be sensed and converted to electric

pulses.

There are two types of cards in use today, the common IBM and

the Remington Rand. The reader for the IBM card moves the cards

over a contact roller with brushes that sense the holes in the

card. When a contact is made through the hole an electric pulse

is sent to the computer. The Remington Rand type is passed

through a photo-electric arrangement that senses when light passes

through a punched hole thus sending an electric pulse to the com-

puter. Of course, this is a simplified explanation of the

difference between these two types of cards, but it does show the

basic difference in the way they are used.

All characters on an IBM card are read at one time. There are

80 columns and 80 brush contact sets. Cards are easy to handle,

fairly reliable and inexpensive. They may be sorted, collated and

merged apart from the computing machinery. If an error occurs on

a card it can easily be replaced by a corrected one.

The reader for cards is fast; for the #1620 IBM computer up to

800 cards per minute can be read or over 1000 characters per second.

Paper tape is a ribbon of paper about I/2 to 1 inch wide with

holes punched through in a coded sequence. The tape is read about

the same as a card is read and the electric pulses are signals sent

to the computer. The advantage of paper tape is its low cost,

easy handling rolls and reliability. The speed in reading or punch-

ing is slow and errors are very difficult to correct.

Magnetic tape is similar to paper tape in that it cnmes in a

reel but holes are not punched into the material; instead, magnetic

changes are induced by a special electric head similar to the

familiar tape reccrder. Tape can be read by a special drive and

read mechanism at a rate of about 20,000 to 300,000 characters per

second. In addition tape can be read in both the forward and back-

ward directions; this makes the tape very versatile and convenient

to handle. Large amounts of data can be put on a single reel of

tape and read into a computer very rapidly. A single reel of tape,

101/2 inches in diameter, can hold the same content as 250,000

punched cards. The only disadvantage is the very high cost and

complexity of the mechanism to handle the tape.

Magnetic ink characters can be read into a computer much the

same way as tape is read. The additional advantage is the fact

that humans can read the characters as well as the computer's input
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device. 72.: most common use of this cpecial medium is on bank
checks. The disadvantage is the mLshan(Iling and frequent errors.
For most computer use, the reading of these characters is subject
to extensive checking and in some cases the information is trans-
ferred to tape for input.

Optical scanners are now available that will read numbers
and letters directly from the surface of the paper. One recent
extensive development in this technique is the Post Office ZIP
CODE reader. This machine reads ZIP CODES from handwritten and
typed letters and sorts them automatically.

Another form of optical scanner is the cathode ray tube with
the light pen. In this arrangement the light pen is used to put
lines or points on the face of the tube. The tube in turn acts
as a sensing device which sends electric pulses to the computer.
This of course, is a very highly sophisticated way of getting
information into a computer. It is expensive and slow therefore
used in only special design applications.

Most computers have, in addition to the usual card reader,
or tape deck, a typewriter which can be used to put information
into the computer. The keys on the typewriter are connected to
switches which arrange to give the right pulses for numbers and
alphabetic characters. Although this method of input is con-
venient it is far too slow for most uses.

c. The Console

The console of a computer is the control station.
Most computers have such a station arranged so that the
operator can control the input and output, watch the
operation by checking signal lights and intermediate in-
formation signaled to the typewriter by the computer.
At the console of a medium size computer the control
buttons for starting and stopping the computer, the
typewriter for input and output of intermediate infor-
mation, the display lights that indicate the contents
of certain registers and certain other functions of
human control are located.

d. Memory Unit

One of the main developmnts in modern computers
has been the information storage system called the
memory. When the information has been coded for stor-
age it is in a binary form therefore the units we will
describe here are all of this type.
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Memory units are divided into cells; each is capable
of holding one character. The simplest cell structure is
one that can hold one bit (binary digit), sometimes called
"bite", either a "10" or a "1". These cells are assigned
addresses in a sequential manner. The addresses are used
to designate where in the memory characters are to be
placed or found. Characters are usually not manipulated
one at a time, but rather in groups called wordr). Word
length varies according to the type of machine, some
are called constant word length others called variable
word length machines. Table 1, Appendix shows how some
present day computers are arranged by word size in the
memory unit.

Two important characteristics of memory are access
and capacity.

Access time: refers to internal speed of trans-
mitting information to and from memory units
and to and from arithmetic logic unit and memory
unit.

Capacity: refers to characters or words, the number
of words that can be stored in the memory unit.

Working memories are small in capacity but have ex-
tremely rapid access time. These are usually core and
are generally located at the console or very close by.

Auxiliary memories are large in capacity but slow
in access time. These units can not be used directly
with the arithmetic-logic section but must transmit or
receive all information through the working memory as
shown in the following diagram:

form.

ARITH-
LOGIC

WORKING

=DRY

L _ J
CONSOLE

FIGURE 4.
AUXILIARI MESS

Auxiliary memories are usually disc or tape of some
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e. Drum Memories

ma UMIII1111111111111111) 131111111111. INIWOOKIR

DRIVE

READ-WRITE
HEAD ;.)46' SPOTS

FIGURE 5.

Schematic arrangement of a typical
magnetic drum memory.

A drum is a metal coated cylinder. The coating is the

surface upon which information can be recorded in the form

of magnetized spots. The spots are placed in areas formed

by a uniform division of the surface into rows and columns.
The spots can be magnetized with either north or south
polarity and therefore can be used to represent the binary

digits, "0" and "1".

The drum rotates at a constant speed passing a set
of read-write heads once in each revolution. A read-write

head, by producing a magnetic field, can create magnetism
of particular polarity in a particular spot. In other

words, it can "write" coded information on the drum. The

read-write head can also sense the magnetic polarity of a
particular spot; that is, it can "read" coded information

from the drum. Writing destroys existing information,
replacing the old with the new, whereas reading is non-

destructive.

The capacity of a drum memory is limited by the size
of the drum and the code used. The access time depends

on how fast the drum revolves and upon the placement of
information in locations which will be near the read-

write heads when needed. Average access time is calcu-
lated as one-half the time required for a full drum revo-
lution presuming that on an average, information will be
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located one-half a revolution from the read-write heads.

f. Magnetic Disc Memories

FIGURE 6.

Magnetic disc stack in
diagramatic arrangement.

A magnetic disk is like a thin metal phonograph
record coated with a ferrous oxide material which provides
a recording surface. Whereas phonograph records have on
each side a continuous spiral groove, the recording sur-
face of a disk is arranged in concentric rings called
tracks, each having an address. The tracks are sub-divi-
ded into addressable locations. Information is recorded
in specific locations of specific tracks as spots of
magnetism in the surface following the same principle as
applied to drums.

Disks are not used separately but are arranged in
stacks mounted on a vertical spinning shaft. The shaft
spins the disks at a constant rate of speed. An access
arm fitted with two read-write heads, nne for each side
of a disk, is mounted vertically beside the stack and is
capable of moving to any track on any disk. Once in the
proper track, the revolution of the disk brings the
desired location to the read-write head. Writing on the
disk is destructive, and reading from the disk is non-
destructive.
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The capacity of disk storage depends on the number

of disk stacks, the number of disks in each stack, the

recording density of each disk, and the code used.

Access time is the time required for the access arm to

move to the proper disk and track and for the addressed

location to revolve to the read-write head. Access time

can be decreased by the use of more than one access arm;

one for each disk is the usual arrangement.

Disk memories can be expanded by the addition of

disk stacks to a capacity of 14 billion characters. The

access time varies between 100 to 800 milli-seconds.

This capacity is considered quite large, but even though

it takes less than one second to find a location, the

access time is considered slow in comparison with de-

sirable access times for a working memory. Large capacity

is the outstanding advantage of disk storage.

g. Ferrite Core Memories

A ferrite core is a ring about the size of a sharp

pencil point which can be magnetized to either north or

south polarity. An electrical impulse sent along a wire

which passes through a core will magnetize the core.

The direction of the impulse determines the magnetic

polarity which is easily described as being either clock-

wise or counter-clockwise, "0" or "1". This magnetic

state remains unchanged until an impulse sent along the

wire in the opposite direction reverses it.

FIGURE 7. A SINGLE FERRITE CORE

A magnetic core plane is a two-dimensional array of

cores strung on wires over which impulses pass controlling
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and sensing the magnetic states of the cores. Although
the cores in a plane are strung on common wires, it is
possible to select an individual core in which to create
a "0" or a "1" magnetic field (write) or from which to
sense a "0" or a "1" (read).

In order to be able to establish a particular mag-
netic state in only one of the many cores in a plane,
each core is placed at the right-angle intersection cf
tuo wires. One-half the required current is sent over

wire, thus producing sufficient current to affect
only the core at the intersection.

A,i GUN=

TME GNU CZIL MAGNETIZED BY IMRE SENT THIKAION
WIRES A &

FIGURE 8. A CORE PLANE

To read the magnetic state of a core, three wires
are used, the two just described (for clarity call them
"A and B" wires) plus a third one called a sense wire.
One sense wire passes through all of the cores on a plane.

FIGURE 9. SENSING SYSTEM FOR CORES
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Impulses are sent over the "A and B" wires as for

writing. If these impulses cause a reversal in the mag-

netic state of the selected core, the sense wire will

conduct a pulse induced by that reversal. Such a rever-

sal of the magnetic state of a core, however, is destruct-

ive. To overcome this, a fourth wire called an inhibit

wire, which like the sense wire is strung through all of

the cores in the plane, is used in conjunction with the

"A and B" wires to restore cores to their original con-

dition. Thus the final result of reading is non-destruct-

ive.

In a typical ferrite core memory the planes are

placed one on top of the other in a three-dimensional

arrangement. The number of planes in the stack depends

on the word size and the code used. A cell is the group

of cores in one line similar to t1.1 one shown in the dia-

gram below:

8 -

POSITION 4 -
VALUE 2 -

%STORED VALUE (9)

on au, 01 IE WCATION
COWLS= OF MB
FOUR VERTICAL CORES

FIGURE 1'). CORE STACK

Stacks such as shown in the diagram the size of a
package of cigarettes would have over 150,000 tiny ferrite

cores and all the wire to connect them in jt. The access

time to any cell would be less than twenty micro-seconds.
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h. Magnetic Tape...Memories

One of the newest forms of memory units is the Data
Cell which is simply the arrangement of strips of mag-
netic tape and read-write heads set up as shown in
Figure 11.

WI Malan

STRIPS

DATA CELL

ROTATION

FIGURE 11.

Schematic arrangement of magnetic
strips in a Data Cell.

READ-WRITE no

CONTAINER

This type of memory unit is only used as auxiliary
memory. Its capacity is over 3 billion bits but its
access time is slow. To take information from the cell
requires a rotation of the container until the proper
strip is in line with the lift mechanism. Next the
strip is lifted from the container as the read-write

head moves over the surface when the strip is in the
proper position the read section of the head senses the
cells magnetic state.

i. New Memory Devices

The development of memory units so that more words
can be stored in smaller spaces continues every day.
In addition many engineers are constantly working on im-
proving access speed. Not many people can really keep
up with these developments but the most promising of new
memory systems appears to be the laser beam. A trillion
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bit memory unit is already in operation and with such
new means as the hologram and laser a quadrillion or
larger unit will be made soon.

j. Arithmetic-Logic Unit

The desk calculator of the computer is the Arthmetic-
Logic Unit. This is the register where the addition of
numbers takes place. Combinations of adding and sub-
tracting, the negative of adding, and multiplying and di-.
viding are accomplished by this section. In addition to
doing arithmetic operations this section is arranged to

recognize negative and positive signs of numbers.

k. Control Unit

All of the circuitry necessary to control all of the
operations of the computer are included in the Control
Unit. This section could be called the "brain" of the
computer.. When a program is stored in the memory, one
commana at a time is brought to the control unit where
it is interpreted and then executed. The entire function
of this unit is as follows:

The control unit receives, interprets and executes
commands and

causes the operation of

1. INPUT

2. MEMORY

3. OUTPUT

4. ARITHMETIC-LOGIC

It also governs the transmission and storage of all in-
formation within the computer.

It coordinates the functions of the
various parts of the system.

e. 222111.1iiiaLL

The output section of a computer is very similar to
the input. In most cases after the program is executed
the control section arranges for electric pulse signals
to activate 'he output unit. This could be in the form of
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a punch mechanism which will put holes in cards or paper
tape. In other cases this output can be in the form of

a special primter that acts like a fast typewriter. In
some cases the typewriter itself acts as an output device.

Cards punched by the output mechanism can be read
on a card reader and printer. This machine reads the
punched hole card and prints .one line at a time on a roll
sheet of paper.

The Cathode Ray Tube (TV type) is also a common means
of displaying output information from the computer.
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D. PROGRAMMING COMPUTERS

After studying the basic anatomy of the computer, the next
logical question would be: "How and why should anyone communi-
cate with a computer?" Well, it must be remembered that compu-
ters are affecting your life more and more each day. They are
rendering service to you, and you are probably not conscious of
what service is being rendered. For example, if you have a
checking account, in all probability the computer is keeping track
of the amount of money in your account. When you write a check,
the amount of the check is automatically deducted from your
account. The computer also keeps track of the number of checks
you write and computes a service charge which is deducted from
your account. This is one form of automatic billing. If you
have a charge account, the computer keeps track of how much you
have charged during the month. A bill is sent out at the end of
each month which itemizes your charges and gives you a total for
the current month and adds any other charges carried over from
the previous month along with an interest accumulated on the
unpaid balance. This too is a form of automatic billing. Other
forms would be gas bills, telephone bills, electric bills, etc.
All of this is done by a computer.

Now it is your turn. Find two other computer applica-
tions which affect your daily life.

1.

(Print your answer - it will be good practice for the coding
coming up later)

The most popular media used to communicate with the computer
is by punched cards. There are other methods of communications;
but, for the moment, let's devote our attention to punched cards.
Looking at a standard Hollerith card (IBM card), we find that it
has 80 columns, numbered 1 through 80; and it has 10 rows, num-
bered 0 through 9.

(See Figure 12 next page)
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oafs EDGE

111
12

11
ROW

RCN

FIGURE 12.

Standard Hollerith Card

Actually, there are 12 rows as shown in Figure 12. But, the

"11" and "12" rows are not in the normal order and are used for

the alphabetic characters, and special characters. Now, looking

at Figure 12, the very top edge, you will find the number system

and the letters of the alpahbet, and + and -. Under each charac-

ter is a hole (or holes) which uniquely describes that character

to the computer. So, the computer is only interested in the

presence and absence of holes. Anything else that appears on the

card such as printing, color, knife edge, etc., is provided for

the convenience of the human being. The things that must be

remembered is that there is only one line of print on a card, and

that when an error is made in keypunching, the whole card must

be discarded (unless y3u want to sit and plug up the hole where

the error was made).

The short description given in the previous paragraph provides

the reader with some of the basic features of the punched card

which you will need to know later.

a. Description of Programming Languages. The first pro-

gramming language was the machine language, or the language

that the machine uses. This language is made up of numbers

because that is the only thing the computer can work with. De-

pending on the machine, there are a set number of digits that

makes up what is called a machine language "word", see Figure 13.
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Such words are stored in the memory unit of the computer.

Register A

3 2 0 0 5 .0 0 0 0 I,

Instruction Register B
Code

Figure 13 Machine Language Word

This is done at the time when the card reader reads the punched

card. Suppose that the numbers shown in Figure 13 were punched

into a card, and that card wa read by the card reader. The

card reader has to read the whole card, or all the information
contained in the 80 columns. The reader temporarily stores the

information into Buffer A. Then, the reader reads the card again
and stores the information into Buffer B and compares the infor-
mation in Buffer A with the information in Buffer B. If the two

buffers are not in agreement, the reader rejects the card,
signals the human operator to correct the card, and stops. If

the two buffers agree, the information.is sent to the computer
control unit which takes all the information and temporarily
stores it. The control unit takes the first 12 digits, or first
word, and puts the first two digits in an Instruction Register,
the next five digits in Register A and the next five digits in
Register B. Then, the control unit "looks" at the Instruction

Register and "sees" the number "32". To this particular compu-
ter, this number might mean "take the next word and store it in
memory location 513, and take the contents of Register A and
add it to Register B and store the result back in Register A
and do not alter Register B, and repeat."

Now, it shouldn't take the reader very long to realize that
machine language is very nice for the machine; but, machine
language isn't very understandable for human beings. Because

the human being dislikes "painful" operations, he designed a
machine language program that would recognize and translate alpha-
betic characters into other machine language words. He called

this machine language translation program an "Assembly Program."
So, now he could punch the information shown in Figure 14 on
six cards, take the Assembly Program and put his cards (program)
behind the Assembly Program (see Figure 15), and be assured

that his program would be executed properly.
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Col. 1-3 Col. 15-30 Col. 35-50 Col. 55-70

Card # Command A Address B Address

1 RDCARD CARDAREA X

2 RDCARD CARDAREA+1 Y

3 SUBTRACT X Y

4 STORE X

5 STOP

6 DATA

FIGURE 14.

Program Coded in Assembly Language

rev
5 Punched Cards Shovn

In Fig. 14.

Assembly Program

Figure 15. Assemb3y Program Plus Coded Program

First, the Assembly Program (itself a machine language program)

would be read into the computer and stored into memory. When the

last card of the Assembly Program was read, the control of the com-

puter would be transferred to the instructions of the Assembly

Program. The Assembly Program would comwand the computer to read,

via the card reader, the first card of the coded program. WIlen the

Assembly Program was written, the designers of the Assembly Program

set down certain rules as to where information will appear on the

cards. Referring to Figure 14, the first three columns will con-

tain the card number, columns 15 through 30 will contain the "Com-

mand," etc. Sol everything has its proper place.

When the Assembly Program reads the first card of the coded pro,

gram, the Assembly Program would translate this card into say four

machine language words and otore them in memory. Then the

Assembly Program would read the second card and translate that
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card into six machine language words, etc.-until it read the "DATA"
card. Then, the Assembly Program would transfer control of the com-
puter to the translated coded prorTam. Or, in other words, the
coded program has now been trans14ted into machine language words
and is now in control of the computer.

The reader is probably saying to himself, "This is all very nice,
but what is going on now that the coded program is in control of
the computer?" To answer this, refer back to Figure 14, the first
card of the coded program. This card says, "Read a card, via the
card reader, into the card area and call that area X." The card
reader would read the first data (not shown) card and the informa-
tion would be stored in memory. The second card of the coded
program says, "ReadHanother card into the card area plus one card
area and call that area Y." The card reader would then read the
second data card and the information would be stored in memory.
The third card of the coded program says, "Subtract X from Y."
This would be accomplished by the computers control unit. The
fourth card says, "Store the result in X." The fifth card says,
ata translation and release control to the program just trans-
lated." Remember, the computer's "vision" is limited to one state-
ment (one card equals a statement), and it will execute statements
in a sequential manner unless instructed by a statement to do
otherwise.

This is just a brief introduction to machine language and the con-
cept of translating human language into machine language by using
a separate machine language program (Assembly Program) and the
computer to do the translating. This latter concept was found to
be extremely helpfUl to professional programmers in that it sim-
plified their jobs. It also paved the way for a more powerfUl
translating device which is called a 'compiler."

Just as there are many types of versions of Assembly Programs
available, there are many types of compilers available. However,
there are only two compilers which are popular. They are COBOL
and FORTRAN. But, before embarking on a discussion of these two
compilers, a justification for their existance should be given.
Compilers were designed with two objectives in mind; standard-
ization of programming language, and simplicity to the user who
may or may not be a programmer. Unfortunaely, the scientific
users couldn't agree with the business users as to what the com-
mon language should be. This was due to the fact.that the
scientific application and everyday language of the scientist
differed from the businessmen. To resolve the problem, two dif-
ferent compilers were designed. COBOL was designed for business
applications, and FORTRAN was designed for the scientific appli-
cation. Both compilers were designed so that amdcne who could
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read, write, and add two numbers together could solve a problem
on the computer. So, the compilers language had to come very

close to the human language.

Only one compiler language will be covered here. That lanugage

will be FORTRAN, or FORmq1a TRANslation.

b. FORTRAN

(1) Description of FORTRAN. FORTRAN translates human

formulas into machine language. And, the compiler itself is a

machine language program. Probably, the reader is not "troubled"

by the translating; but, the reader may have some reservations
about the formula part, especially if the reader is not science
oriented. Well, don't be. It is not as bad as it sounds. Cal

you understand

I = 1 + 1 ? (1)

Equation (1) is a valid FORTRAN statement and can be called a
"formula." Programming in FORTRAN is almost as simple as equa-
tion (1). Now, all you have to do is learn a little programming
terminology and a few rules. Then, you should be able to solve
a problem on a computer. However, it must be remembered that
this is an introduction to programming.

(2) Programming, in FORTRAN on the IBM 1620. (a) Source

Program. A "source program" is what you will be writing or "coding".
It is a set of FORTRAN statements arranged in a logical order which
the compiler will translate into machine language. Some compilers
will punch out a machine language deck or "object deck" which con-
tains machine language words generated during the translation of
your source deck. To see an "object deck" is rather rare. This

was done by early FORTRAN compilers that were being used on compu-
ters which had severe memory limitations.

(b) Logic. Many times, you will hear persons
familiar with programming refer to the "logic" or "logic structure".
What they are talking about is arrangement of statements in order
to achi e a given objective. It is the process which the pro-
gramme/ uses to get a desired result. Because no two people have
identical logical thought, no two programs will be the same if
they are written by two separate people, r:en though the programs
give identical results.

(c) Statements. You have heard the word "state-
ment" used several times so far. Clarification of this term will
be given now. A "FORTRAN statement" is equivalent to one punched
card. Remember, in the discussion of the Assembly Program, every-
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thing had to have a proper place on the card in order for the
Assembly Program to translate the card properly. This is also

true with the FORTRA3 4tatqment. Lpoking at Figure 16, we can

aee that

Figure 16. Card Format

we have a standard 80 column card with a "format" printed on the

card. Now a "format" isa't difficult to understand. When you type

a letter, there is a set of rules which you go by to get the letter

in the correct form, or "format." You set your margins; you indent

so many spaces; there is a specified place for the date; etc. There-

fore, a "format" is the placement of information into specified
areas that have been previously determined. The FORTRAN has

specified format also. Column 1 is usually left blank except when

you wish to insert a "comment." Then, a "C" is punched in column

1. When the compiler "sees" a "C" in column 1, it will not trans-

late that card. It knows that the information contained on
this card is not relevant to the program from the compiler's stand-
point. A "comment card" is provided by the human being for the

human being's benefit. Such a card might contain the date, name

of the programmer, assignment number, etc. Columns 2 through 5

may contain statements numbers. The numbers are used to identify

statements referenced by other statements in the program. (This

latter point will become clear as the discussion continues.)
Column 6 is generally always left blank. Should a number oe

punched in this column, it tells the compiler that this cal7d is
a continuation of the previous statement. (Caution: Some com-

pilers will not handle a continuation because of memory limita-
tions of the machine.) Columns 7 through 72 contain tvie FORTRAN

statement (or command). Columns 73 through 80 are used to

identify cards to the human being. Columns 73 through 80 are

never translated by the compiler. These columns are used to
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number every card (sequence the deck) of the program in case the

program deck is dropped, the program deck can be sorted back into

logical order.

The previous paragraph defined the format of a FORTRAN statement

card. We have yet to define what a FORTRAN statement is. The

form of the FORTRAN statements will be listed here for the readers

convenience and explained later.

1. Arithmetic Statements.

A =

Always characterized by an equal sign.

2, Control Statements.

GO TO n

IF (a) n
1'

n
2
, n

3

STOP

PO n i 4 kl, k2

CONTINUE

STOP

END

ut Out ut Statements.

READ n, list

PUNCH n, list

PRINT n, list

4, Specification Statements.
IPIPPS

DIMENSION v, v, v,

FORMAT (s s
n

)

(d) Statement Numbers. Although statement numbers
.

have been mentioned prevlously, they deserve further clarification

because of their importance. Remember, statement numbers may

appear in columns 2 through 5 on the statement card. However, you

must be careful about the columns in which you put the numbers. For

example, suppose you wished to reference statement 11. And, suppose
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you punched a 1 in column 3 and a 1 in column 4 (See Fig. 17).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Figure 17. Illustration of Statement Number

Of course, this is an 11 to you; but, to the computer, it is 110.

The blank in column 5 will be read as a zero (at least most compu-
ters will read it as a zero). The best policy is always work to

the far right. This is called "working to the far right of the
field." The "field" or "field width" to the compiler is 4 posi-
tions on the card starting in column 2 and ending with column 5.
Now, you could put a statement number on every statement; but,
this is not recommended for several reasons. One reason is that

the human being doesn't like to do unnecessary work (most human

beings). This is also true with the computer. So, the people

who wrote the compiler took the problem of excessive statement
numbers into account because they use up unnecessary memory lo-
cations which will only hurt you. Should you try this, the com-
piler will send a message back to you called a "diagnostic."
This message might read, "THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT NUMBERS ARE
NEVER REFERENCED BY THE PROGRAM. PLEASE ELIMINATE." Now, of

course, the type of diagnostic that you get back, if you get one,
will depend on who has written the compiler and how large the com-
puter is that you are working on. Some of the diagnostic can

become dadnright nasty. So, remember that statement numbers may
appear anywhere in the program and are used as cross references.
Don't use anymore than are necessary.

(e) Constants, Variables, and Subscripts. 1.

Constants. There are two types of constants which are permitted;
fixed point (limited to integers), and floating-point (decimal
point numbers). Perhaps you are not familiar with the term
"integer." The following should clarify the term "integers:"

10 ) 10.11 )

121 ) integers 121.4 ) floating point

3 ) 3.576)
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Remember, an integer does not have a decimal point; floating point

numbers do have a decimal point.

Now, there are two different types of floating point numbers.

There is the regular floating point number and the exponential

equivalent of the floating point number. It is just two different

ways of representing the same number. The following should clarify

the difference:

Floating Point Numbers Floating Point Numbers

To The Human To The Computer

+3.1415

+41.6
-41.6

-0.675
+5678.3

+3.1415+E00

+4.16+E01
-4.16+E01

-6.75-E01
+5.6783+E03

Exponential
To The Human

Exponential

To The Computer

+3.1415X100 +3.1415+E00

+4.16X101 +4.16+E01

-4.16X101 _4.16+E01

-6.75X10-1 -6.75-E01

+5.6783X103 +5.6783+E03

Several points should be obvious to the reader. You will notice

that the computer always handles floating point numbers in the

exponential form. The human being finds this difficult; so, the

compiler will do the translating for him. Notice also, that

10-1 cannot be handled by the computer because the superscript

(exponent), -1 does not exist for the computer. So the design-

ers of the compiler represent 10 as an E and the + sign of the

exponent goes before the E and the magnitude of the exponent

follows the E.

2. Variables.

means something that is subject to

"variable" means in FORTRAN. Some

numerical values.

The word "variable" usually

change. That is exactly what
variables may take on several

There are two types of variables. There is one type for fixed

point (integer) numbers and one for floating point numbers. When

the compiler "sees", I,J,K,L,M, or N, it "knows" that this

variable will be assigned an integer number. When the compiler

"sees" any other letter of the alphabet with the exception of H

(H is a very special letter which will be discussed under FORMATS),

the computer "knows" that this variable will be assigned a float-
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ing point number.

A variable may consist of 1 to 5
characters (alphabetic or numeric

must be an alphabetic character.
the point:

The

Fixed Point Variables

Il

K12
MON1

MONDY

following are not permitted:

Example

M=14
HIGH

TI.2

(some compilers will handle 6)

). But, the, first character

The following should clarify

Floating Point Variables

T2

TIME
ALPHA
ALPH1

Reason

= is a special character
First letter is an H

. is a special character

.3. Subscripts and Subscripted Variables.

Suppose you had a FORTRAN formula (equation or statement) as shown

in Figure 18. If the program executes this statement only once,

1 2 3 L. 5

1A 1 = B + C

617 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

?'aure 1F. FORT/AN Arithmetic Statement

there is no problem. But, if you had several values for B and

C, you would have to write several statements to make sure that

they were stored properly. For example, you might write a series

of statements as shown in Figure 19. There is nothing wrong with

this; but, there is an easier way.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

A 1 = B 1 + C

A 2 = B 2 + C 2

A 3 = P 3 + C 3

Zach represents

4-- one cand.

Figure 19. FORTRAN Statements
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(Remember, there are other statements that would occur before
the statements shown in Figure 19 that would define the various

values of B11 Cl, B2, etc.) Note that in this case, the same

equation is being used. It would be nice if only one statement

could be written that would take care of all three statements shown.

In mathematics, the subscript notation used would be Al, A2, etc.

Just as in the case of superscripts, the computer cannot handle

subscripts. But the computer can handle A(1), A(2), A(3), ...

A(J), where each A has a place assigned to it in memory. So, we

have created a storage area for several values of A. We can now

write an "equivalent" to Figure 19 as shown in Figure 20.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A (J)

11

--:13(J)
12 13 14 15 16

+C(J)
17 18 19 20

Figure 20. Subscript Notation

You will learn how to increment the integer value of J for the

floating point number A(J) when DO Loops are discussed.

(f) Functions, Expressions, and Arithmetic

Formulas. 1. Functions. "Functions" are sub-programs supplied

by the compiler as needed. Some of the functions normally used

are:

SINF(X) meaning the sine function, computes the sine

of the floating point number, X;

COSF(X) meaning the cosine function, computes the
cosine of the value of X;

EXPF(X) meaning the exponential function, computes

the value Ex;

LOGF(X) meaning the loge Zunction;

SQRTF(X) meaning the square root function, computes
the square root of X;

ATANF(X) meaning the arc tangent of X.

Some compilers do not require the F. Also, some compilers will

have many more functions available. The functions listed are

generally supplied by all compilers. The variable X was used for

illustrative purposes. You could have had SQRTF(ALPHA), which

means compute the square root of the current numerical value of

ALPHA.

2. Expression. An "expression" is simply
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an arithmetic statement consisting of constants, variables, and

functions which are separated by parenthesis and/cr arithmetic

operational symbols (+, /1 *, **).

Suppose we wished to form the FORTRAN expression for

which would be

X =a+b+c-i-Y. Z (2)

X = ( (A + B + C)/D) + Y * Z (3)

The compiler would "look" at this expression and compute
A + B + C and then divide that result by D. Then it would form

the product of Y * Z and add it to the result of (A + B + C)/D
and store the entire result in a memory location assigned to X.

There is a hierarchy of operations. The computer will do the

most difficult things first. This hierarch is listed in des-

cending priority:

priority 1 lc*

priority 2
and /

priority 3

meaning power notation, or

X ** 2 which is equivalent
to (X)2

meaning division

meaning multiplication

meaning subtraction
and

meaning addition

Parenthesis are used to clarify the operation. The computer will

always work from the inner most parenthesis outward. For example,

suppose we wished to do this series of multiplication
A *B*C*D* E. This would be taken to mean (MA * B) * C)
*D) * E). As another example, let us return to equation 3
Suppose we had written equation 3 like this:

X = A + B + C/D + Y * Z (4)

Equation 4 would have been interpreted to mean

X =a+b+c+Y. Z or (5)

X = A + B + (C/D) + Y * Z (6)

Equation 6 would not yield the same numerical result as equation 3
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because of the hierarchy of operations. Parenthesis will alter
the hierarchy of operations.

3. Arithmetic Formulas. Arithmetic formulas

are characterized by an = sign. Several examples of arithmetic
formulas have already been given. Equation 6 is an example. How-

ever, a few things have not been covered. Suppose we wrote

I = A * B + 4.6 (7)

Equation 7 is a valid equation; but, it illustrates an interesting
feature. Suppose the value of A was 2.0 and the value of B was

6.0. The result of the operation would be 16.6 which is a float-
ing point number- But t4 result of the operation has been set
equal to a fixed point number. The computer will perform the
arithmetic operations in floating point; but, the computer would
drop the decimal point and all numbers following the decimal
point. This is called "truncation". The value of I stored in the
computer would be 16, which is a fixed point number.

Now, suppose we wrote

I = K * B + 4.6 (8)

This is not valid. You are trying to multiply a fixed point, K,
number by a floating number, B. You would get a diagnostic saying,
"MIXED MODE".

Now, suppose we wrote

I = B * 4 (9)

Equation 9 is not valid because you are trying to multiply B, a
floating point number, by 4, which is a fixed point number. The
number 4 ci,l,es not have a decimal point and is taken to be an inte-

ger. This is qlso a mixed mode. Remember, the computer can't
"think". You have to do the thinking and give the computer direc-
tion.

(g) Control Statements. 1. Unconditional GO TO.
The general form of this unconditional branch statement is:

GO TO n (10)

where n is a statement number,. This is one of the statements used
to cross reference other statements in the program as was mentioned
earlier. When the computer reaches this statement in your program,
the computer will unconditionally go to the statement that has the
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corresponding statement number as established in the GO TO n

statement. For example,

GO TO 33 (11)

The computer then transfers control to statement 33, wherever
it might be in the program, and would then execute statement 33.

2. Computed GO T. The general form of this
version of an unconditional GO TO is:

GO TO (ni, n2, n3, n4, n )

)

V. (12)
' .y.

where nl, n2, n3, no etc. are atatement numbers of branch
points, and Vi is a non-subscript';ed fixed point variable. This
statement.is interpreted to mean "Go to one of the following
statement numbers which are located in positions 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.,
depending on the value of the integer variable, V1, at the time

of execution." For example,

GO TO (5, 75, 100, 12, 16), I (13)

Now, the value of the integer variable, I, would be computed at
some time prior to the execution of the statement illus+rated
In equation 13. If the current value of I was 3, the computer
would transfer control to the third statement 100. If the value
of I was 5 when the statement illustrated in equation 13 was
executed, the computer would transfer control to statement 16.
If the value of I was negative, zero, or a positive integer of 6
or greater, the computer would stop because it doesn't know what
to do. Zero and negative numbers are not permitted in this type
of statement, and there are no statement numbers referenced in
positions beyond the 5 position. This type of error is encount-
ered upon execution of the program. You would not receive a
diagnostic. The compiler can't help you here; it has finished
translating and you are in command of the computer through your
program.

statement is
3. IF Statement. The general form of the IF

IF (a) n
1,

n
2'

n
3

where (a) is any expression and nil n2, n3, are statement numbers.
This is an extremely useful statement. It is interpreted to mean
"If the expression, a, is negative, go to statement n11; if the
expression, a, is zero, go to statement n2; if the expression, a,
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is positive, go to statement n3." Example:

IF (A * B/C) 12, 100 14 (15)

The computer would first multiply A times B and divide the result

by C to form the final result. The computer would then "look"
at the numerical result and determine if it was negative, zero,

or positive. If the result was negative, the computer would trans-
fer control to statement 12. If the result was zero, the computer

would transfer control to statement 100. If the result was posi-

tive, the computer would transfer control to statement 14.

4, PO Statements. There are two forms of DO

statements. Let us treat them separately and take the simpler

form first. The general form of the simplest DO statement is:

DO n i = kl, k2 (16)

This statement is interpreted to mean "Do statement n, and execute

all statements between this Do statement up to and including

statement n,- which is called the "range of the Do loop." Before

starting this operation, take the non-subscripted integer variable,

i, and set it equal to lg. Now begin execution. Should the non-
subscripted integer variable, i, be encountered in any statement
within the operating range of this DO loop, set, i in that state-
ment equal to the current value of i for the DO loop. When

statement n is reached, execute statement n, and increment the

value of i by one (1), or If the value of i+1 is less than

or equal to k21 return to the controling DO statement and execute
the first statement following the controling DO statement. Should

the value of I+1 be greater than the value of k2, leave the range
of the DO loop and execute the first statement after statement n."
For example,

DO 20 I = 1, 30 (17)

The computer would first set the integer variable, I, equal to 1
and execute all statements between 'the controling DO statement
and statement 20, setting the value of I equal to 1 wherever it

was encountered. When statement 20 was reached and executed, the

value of I would be changed to 21 which is less than 30, and the
process repeated. How many times would statement 20 be executed?
Statement 20 would be executed 30 times.

The second form of the Do statement is just an extension of the

first form. Its general form is:

DO n i = k
1,

k
2,

k
3
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This is almost identical to equation 16 except for k3. In the

previous example, the value of i was incremented by one (1), or

i+1. In this case, the value of i is incremented by k3. That is

the only difference. The following list of DO statements are

given as examples. See if you can determine what will happen in

each case. The examples are:

DO 3 K = 1, 4 (19)

DO 17 MOON = 17, 84 (20)

DO 10 IH1 = IH2, 100, 2 (21)

PO 12 MM = MMM, MM1, N (22)

Now, there is no reason why you cannot have PO loops controling

other PO loops, which is called "nesting". This can be illustrated

graphically as shown in Figure 21. Now, if you had a set

----DO = loop fl

cgD = loop #2

czo = loop #3

im.

Do = loop #4

:

DO = loop f5
DC = loop f6

Figure 21. Neotiag

of nested PO loops as shown, you would in all probability be

doing some very serious programming. But, it is not as bad as it

looks. PO loop #1 would be set, which is the master loop. PO

loop #2 would be set and executed until its values were exhausted.

This would also be true with DO loop #3. Now, we have something

different happening. DO loop #4 would be set. PO loop #5 would

be set. PO loop #6 would be set and executed until exhausted.

Then PO loop #5 would be incremented and PO loop #6 set and

executed until exhausted. Then, PO loop #5 would ie incremented

and the process repeated until DO loop #5 was exhausted. Then DO

loop #4 would be incremented; PO loop #5 would be set; PO loop #6
set and executed until exhausted. The reader can see that things

can rapidly become quite involved. DO loop #1 has not even been

incremented yet. But, if the reader is careful, he shouldn't have

too much trouble following what is going on in Figure 21. Give it

a try.
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One thing to remember is that you can never break into the middle
of a DO loop; but, you may break out of a DO loop before it is ex-

hausted. This is illustrated in Figure 22.

1:::GO TO "41'

no
Permitted

(

GO TO

FEZ 4C--

Not Permitted

Figure 22. Diagram of Permitted and

Not Permitted Branches cr Operations

.L CONTINUE. This si;atement is the simplest

one of all. The general form is:

CONTINUE (23)

It is interpreted to mean "Continue on with whatever you are

doing." It is a "dummy statement" in that there is no operation

performed. This statement is used whenever there is a possibili-

ty of confusion. This statement is most often used as the

referenced statement of DO loops. For example:

6

DO 5 I = 1 10

DO 6 J = 1 10

A (I,J) =B(I,J) *C(J, I
CONTINUE

Figure 23. Example of CONTINUE Statement



This not only illustrates the use et the CONTTNUE statement; but,
also the use of subscripted variables controled by DO loops. It

also illustrates the use of two-dimensional subscripted variables,
which will be covered when the DIMENSION statement is explained.

statement is:
6. STOP Statement. The general form of this

STOP (24)

This statement is interpreted to mean "Stop all calculation, pro-
gram completed." This will be the last executable statement in
the program. This statement halts the computer. It tells the
computer that it is finished with the program.

statement is:
7. END Statement. The general form of this

END (25)

This must be the very last statement of the program. The END
statement tells the compiler to stop translation and transfer
control to the program.

(h) Specification Statements. These statements
specify the upper and lower limits of subscripted variables and
specify the format of input/output values of the data.

1. FORMAT Specification. In an earlier dis-
cussion, the word "format" was discussed. To define this term,
the typewritten letter was used as an example. This example
helped to explain the format of the FORTRAN statement and how it
would appear on the standard Hollerith card (IBM card). The gen-
eral form of the FORMAT statement is:

n FORMAT (si, sn) (26)

where sl, 1 sn are format specifications as described below,
and n is a statement number. An example would be:

1 1+ 1FORMAT (13, F10.51 E12.5) (27)

FORMAT statements are used to input or output data and may appear
any where in the program. Remember that your primary input/out-
put medium is the punched card. So, you are immediately limited
to 8o columns, or 8o characters. The field width of the card is
80 positions.

There are three types of numerical field specifications. Or,



there is one field specification for each type of numerical value

that has been covered. They are shown in Figure 24, and the ex-

amples are shown in Figure 26.

Type

I

(Integer)

General
Form

I w

Remarks

Used with integer num-
bers where w is the field
width of the number.

F Fw.d Used with floaUng point

(Floating Point) numbers where w is the
field width and d is the

number of decimal posi-
tions of accuracy.

E Ew.d Used with floating point

(Exponential) numbers in the exponen-
tial form, where w is the
field width and d is the

number of decimal posi-
tions of accuracy.

FIGURE 24. Field Formats

,
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Format
Number Specification Remarks

b+40.5

+0.74115 -E04

+25

F6.1 The b indicates a blank.

The width, w, is 6 and 1
decimal position of
accuracy is indicated. In

determining w, count the
number of digits in the num-

ber including blanks and add
1 for the decimal point and 1
for the sign of the number.
Therefore, w = 1 (for deci-
mal point) + 1 (for sign)
+ number of digits.

E12.5

13

w is never equal to or less
than 7. You must leave
room for the sign of the
number, the decimal point,
the sign of the exponent,

the letter El and two po-
sitions for the power of the
exponent. Therefore, w = d
+ 7.

w is the number of digits
plus one for the sign of
the number.

FIGURE 26. Examples of formats
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Suppose that you wanted to input/output numbers so that it would

appear as shown in Figure 27. The FORMAT specification

1 2 3 4 5 6 718 9 1'7

- 1 4 0 . 3

11 12 13 14 1; 16 17 18:7]

Colunn nuriers

Figure 27. Data Card

would be as shown:

1 9 FORMAT (4X, 13, 3X, F5.1) (27)

Note that there is always a statement number associated with the

FORMAT statement. Also, the 4X means "skip 4 columns".

There is one more type of FORMAT statement that has not been men-

tioned as yet. Suppose that you wanted to output the following

sentence:

The value of X is 14.4

This is accomplished by the following FORMAT statement:

1 4 FORMAT (19HbTHEbVALUEb0FbXbISb, F5.1) (28)

Note that there are 19 spaces between the H and the comma, where

b indicates a blank space and is not punched on the card. This is

the reason why the lette- "H" is never used except in this case.

It is named after Mr. Hollerith who invented the punched card for

data processing and is called a "Hollerith field".

2. DIMENSIO Specification. If you took a

measuring stick which has been marked off with a small mark that is

realted to some "universal" standard, you may take that measuring

stick and use it to measure the dimension of an object. Suppose

that this measuring stick is a meter stick (39.37 inches or 3.28

ft.). Now, if the measurement of an object is given to be 10 cen-
timeters (there are 100 centimeters to the meter), which is 3.937
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inches or about 4 inches. What has happened is that one dimension

of the object has been measured. If a second measurement of

another side of the object is taken and is given to be 10 centi-
meters, two dimensions of the object is known. If a third measure-

ment is taken of another side of the object and is given to 10
centimeters, the third dimension has been measured. With no other

information given, it would be logical to assume that the object

is a cube.

The increment of measurement to a computer is the word. If the

subscripted variable is written as A(3), it would be safe to
assume that the object is called A, A is 3 units long, and A has

one dimension. Now, suppose the subscripted variable is written

A(3,3). The object is still called A, A is 3 units long and 3

units wide, and A has two dimensions. If the subscripted variable
is written A(3,3,3), the object is still called A, A is 3 units

long by 3 units wide by 3 units in depth, and A has three dimen-

sions. This is the purpose of the DIMENSION statement. That is,

to define the size of the subscripted variable to the computer so
that it knows how many words to allocate for the subscripted
variable. The general form of this statement is:

DIMENSION vl, v2, v3, 1/4, ... (29)

where v is a subscripted variable. For example,

DIMENSION A(3,3), B(4), CCl(3,4) (30)

When the compiler "sees" "equation" 30, it will allocate 9 words
and call it A, 4 words and call it B, 12 words and call it CC1.

This can been seen in Figure 28. The standard convention is:

the first number indicates the row, the second number indicates
the column, and the third number indicates the plane.

-

1,1 1,2 1,3

2,1 2,2 2,3

3,1 3.2 _3,3

Robvi

Plane #1

CC1

Plane f3

Plane #2

1,1,1 1,24 1,3,1 1,4 1.

244 2,2,1 2,34 2,4,1

3,1,1 3,2,1 3,3,1 3,4,1

Column

Figure 28. Visual Model of Subscripted Variable Memory Assignment.
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The DIMENSION statement must describe all subscripted variables
used in the program before the subscripted variable is used. A
good policy is to make the DIMENSION statement the very first state-
ment of the program. Figure 29 will serve to correlate some of the
concepts presented so far.

6

Dinusror A(3,3), c(3,3)

DO 10 I = 1,3

DO 11 J = 1,3

11 C(I,J) = A(I,J) * B(J,I)

10 CONTINUE

Figure 29. Use of the DII1ENSION , DO ,

and CONTINUE Statements

The first time through the loops, statement 11 would "appear" to be:

6
11 C(1,1) =

The next time through,

6
11 C(1,2) =

The next time through,

6
11 c(1,3) =

The next time through,

6
11

A(1,1) * B(1,1)

A(1,2) * B(2,1)

A(1,3) * B(321)

A(2,1) * B(1,2)
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The next time through,

6

11 C(2,2) = A(2,2) * B(2,2)

and so forth until the master loop is exhausted.

(35)

(i) Input/Output Statements. 1. READ Statement.

The general form is:

READ n, list (36)

where n is the FORMAT statement number, and then a list of the

variables. When the computer executes this statement, it will

read a card through the card reader. An example would be Figure

30.

6

5

Figure 30. READ and FORMAT Statements

The data card that would be read by the card reader would look

like the card shown in Figure 31.

I--

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

1/4,, ...40.- /

AU) Blank K(3).

6 9 4, 5 - 1 4

Figure 31. Data Card
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Note that there is no decimal point punched on the card. The com-

puter will automatically take the decimal point to be between col-

umns 7 and 8. So the number stored in memory location A(1) is

6.945. If a decimal point was punched on the data card and the

decimal point location did not agree with the field specification,

the decimal point punched on the card would override the field

specification. For example, suppose a decimal point was punched

in Column 5. The number stored in A(1) would be 0.06945. Note

also, that the sign was not punched. Unless otherwise indicated

(that is, a negative sign punched on the.data card), the compu-

ter will take the number to be positive. Of course, the value

stored in K(3), would be -14, which is an integer number as

specified.

this statement is:

2. PUNCH Statement. The general form of

PUNCH n, list (37)

where n is the FORMAT statement number, and then a list of the

variables. This statement is identical to the READ statement

except that the computer will punch a card instead of reading a

card.

this statement is:

3. PRINT Statement. The general form of

PRINT n, list (38)

where n is the FORMAT statement number, and then a list of the

variables. This statement is identical to the READ and PUNCH
statements except that the computer will output on a high speed

printing device. If the computer being used does not have a high

speed printer, do not use the PRINT statement.

c. Examples of Programs. All that remains for the reader to do

is to go through the following programs slowly. Go 'through the

examples just as the computer would do, one statement at a time.
Do exactly what the statement says to do and take the next state-

ment in sequence. If you hit a branch statement , branch to that

point and execute that statement and take the next statement in

sequence. Do not return to the point where the branch originated.

The rest is up to you. All you need now is a little practice.
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1. PROBLEM:

Assume census data for 300 students. One piece of data, KORS,

is coded for the courses completed. There are 99 courses

available, one is Art coded 63. For the 300 students, this is

a program to determine the number who have taken Art. Three

hundred data cards are available, and are similar to the ex-

ample shown below. Read the program shown here and determine

step by step what will be accomplished.

1

3

10

2

DETERMINING NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO HAVE

TAKEN ART COURSES.

FORMAT (F 3.2, 216, 2F10.3, 213)

DO 10 I = 1,300
READ 1, A, J, KORS, GPA, B, MAX, MIN

K = 0
IF (KORS - 63) 10, 3, 10
K = K + 1
CONTINUE
PUNCH 2, KORS
FORMAT (13)
STOP
END

19 31 46 19 3 161 371 (Sample

Data Card -

300 Cards)
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2. PROBLEM:

This next problem will be called a Supply List Calculation.

After going over each command carefully see if you can give

an accurate description of the output.

1

4

SUPPLY LIST CALCULATION

FORMAT(14F5.2)

READ11S1152,531S4155,56,57,581591S101S111S12,S13,S14

T=S1+52+53S445+56474849+S10+S11+513+S14

PUNCH4,T

FORMAT(F7.2)

TOTAL=T/4.

PUNCH4,TOTAL

X=TOTAL*3.

PUNCH4,X

STOP

END

2.57 11.34 8.77 4.33 5.13 7.37 6.12 6.99 2.53.15.45 2.15 13.00 5.76 1.08

(Sample Data Card)
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3. PROBLEM:

Try this third problem, this time

design your own data cards and check

what the output should be.

C SOLUTION FOR GAS MILEAGE

DIMENSION GAL(100),OD(100)

TOTAL=0.0

10

100

11

N=1

READ 10,GAL(N),OD(N),K

FORMAT(F4.1,F7.1168X,I1)

N=N+1

IF(1040,40,41

N=N=1

DO 100 I=2,N

TOTAL=TOTAL+GAL(I)

ODB=0D(N)-0D(1)

TMG=ODB/TOTAL

PUNCH 11, TMG

FORMAT(35HTHE TOTAL NUMBER OF MILES PER GAL=,F10.3)

STOP

END
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4 PROBLEM:

For this last problem let's consider the familiar bank account

for the average person. The program will result in a statement

for the end of the month. The data will consist of a bank

balance at the beginning of the month BB1. The checks - CC (I).

The deposits + CC (I). The interest rate Y6 per month on the

end of the month balance. Make up your own values for the be-

ginning balance, the checks and the deposits. A blank card at

the end of the program data will terminate the calculations.

The program will accept up to 50 checks and deposits combined.

Nil
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E. Examples of Computer Uses

1) Credit checking by computers.

Credit Data Corporation, Los Angeles, is in the process of
expanding its credit information service to the entire State of

California. Its customers are the thousands of banks, finance
companies, retailers and other business which make r(FImer

loans or sell on credit. According to William Cole (4,, Its data

base is the derogatory, current and historical data about millions
of individuals gathered from the files of the subscribing organi-

zations and businesses. The system keeps the central file up-to-

date by encoding all available credit application decisions and
other new information, and then modifying the individual's talley.
Equipment used is a central computer, disk files for storage, and

a telephone communication network. Credit Data claims a 'one in

10,000' mismatch between an individual and his file.

2) Computer assisted instruction.

A series of programs published by IBM under the title of
SPOT (Statistical Project Organizer for Teaching) can be used to

design individual stlideqt statistical laboratory projects. Esther

and Harold Highland klO) describe SPOT's operation. With the com-
puter doing the calculating, the student's attention is on prin-
ciples and concepts rather than on mere 'number pushing.' For

example, the effect of changing the class interval size is a
frequency distribution (Sturges' Rule) is instantly dramatized
rather than belatedly noticed, if the numerical calculations are

delegated to the computer.

3) Animation in movies by computer hardware.

A computer and an automatic microfilm recorder consisting of

a camera and a cathode ray display cube, is used to make movie':

and record designs and diagrams. Illustrations in the articl by

Kenneth Knowlton (13), show among other designs, shots from an
animated computer-produced movie explaining its own operation.

Two programming languages, BEFLIX and L6, simplify the communica-

tion of design statements.

4) Training systems.

"People learn more by being right than by making mistakes."
This educational truism is being anlied *co on-the-job training

programs at business institutions 0). Harold Moon, Programmed

Instruction Unit Manager at McGraw-Hill, notes that the programs
teach 'doing the job' rather than 'how to talk about doing the
job'. Results check out that Teaching Machine teaching is sig-
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nificantly more effective and cheaper than more conventional on-
the-job training when the training is appropriate for machine

teaching. The Schering Corp. trained salesmen in the clinical
and pharmacological background of the drug products they present

to physicians. The E. I. Dupont de Nemours & Co. economized on
teaching the reading of engi:eering drawings. Sandia Corp.

used programs from TMI Grolier to teach both Russian and elect-
ronics at considerable savings. The control group taught by

conventional methods in these three cases learned less at great-
,

er expense.

5) Computers that talk.

The message you hear may be a piece-meal thing, according to
James Procter, "More and More Computers do the Talking" (19)
The Air force currently is using a digital-to-voice system called
AVLOW (Automatic Voice Link Operation Weather) to provide up-
to-the-second reports to airplane pilots making landings. The

American Stock Exchange uses Am-Quote, a computer system that
reads ticker-tape, updates its data file, then provides read-out
by display on a cathode-ray tube, by printouts, or by talk-outs
from the electronically-controlled human voice film recording.
The unit that does the talking is the Speechmaker, developed by
Cognitronics Corp. The verbalizer uses a pre-recorded vocabulary
of 64 individual message segments to construct any requested
stock market quotation. What surprises one most is the parsimony
of stock market language required: letters of the alphabet,
numbers, LIE, down, open, close, high, low, a few others, and that

does it.

6) The Bible business.

The annual Bible business of the American Bible Society, New
York, is of the order of 75 million copies, sent to 150 countries,
in 1250 languages and dialects, in Braille in 50 languqges, and
on recordings. "Computer-aided Bible Distribution" k5) describes
how administrative detail, inventory control, and the complex
logistical problems of speeding millions of Bibles to people all
over the world is handled by an IBM 360 computer.

7) Computers and Art.

The "Annual Art Contest," held by Computers and Automation (1)

illustrates some principles of model-building at their free-form
best. Among the drawings submitted were: computer produced pat-
terns; programmed variations on a theme originated by an artist;
displays specified by mathematical relationships with origin points
determined by random number generators. The single-color drawings
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were all made on Plotters using computer output. First prize went

to an 'art professor - programmer - computer - plotter' team for

Sine Curve Man, 1967.

Gerald Strand, in "The Computer in Musical Composition" (20),

writes of the two main aspects to computer experimentation in

musical composition. One is the use of the computer to aid the
composer in the production of a score. The other is the use of the

computer to generate actual sounds. The sound of music is essen-

tially cyclic repetitions of sound waves, which may range anywhere
from say 20 cycles per second to say 15,000 cycles per second. In

this second approach, a computer, the Bell Telephone Laboratory
Music IV program, and the composer's mathematical description of
the desired score is used to generate a deck of punched cards that
represent the musical piece. This deck of cards is then processed
through a digital-to-analog converter which produces equivalent
varying voltages. These voltages are then applied to a tape re-
corder head, or directly to a speaker, thus producing sound.

A homier application of this second approach is a computer
at Stanford Research Institute, which has a combination micro-
phone amplifier tucked inside it. The computer operator recog-
nizes the sound patterns make by standard programs, notices
troubled computer runs, and also gets clues for planning ahead.

8) Computers and Soviet Olympic athletes.

Since 1958, the Soviet Union has embarked on an enthusiastic
development of applications of cybernetics, with an empahsis on
the use of automatic computers. One target of all this activity
is a dynamic model of the entire Soviet economy, with systematic
control of planning and administration of large enterprieses,
writes Brainard and Hitt (2). Another target of Soviet cyber-
netics is the Soviet athlete who benefits from a computer simula-
tion of a sports event (23). The 'most useful muscles for the
event' are pinpointed, and the Soviet athlete then concentrates
on those particular muscles for development and training.

9) Computerized U.S. citizen?

Don Fabun, in The Dynamics of Change (9) takes an illustra-
ted poetry-citing overview of Life-1967, U.S.A. Logical, rational,
organized thinking and doing is indeed common, and does lend itself
to automation using computers either as processor or investigator.
"But we do not, as individual human beings, lead daily lives that
are essentially rational or logical. We swim immersed in a world
of highly personal, emotional, religious, and largely subconscious
reactions."
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Still, the 'rational' can be counted, and the 'emotional' can
be tabulated. The Behemoth of statistical information gatherers is
the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (21). A

computer, magnetic tape, punched card, printer system manages the
six files of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The files are:

Survey of Labor Turnover; National Survey of Scientific and Techni-
cal Personnel in Industry; Survey of Industry Employmeht Payroll
and Hours; Survey of Industry Employment, Worker Earnings and Hours
of Work for States and Areas; Estimates of Labor Force Characterists
from Current Population Survey; Survey of Consumer Expenditures.
The total approximate number of punched cards or card images is
22,600,000.

When Elmo Roper went modern he brought with him a treasury of
facts and figures about people. The Roper Public Opinion Research
Center has a punched-card based computer system, and a data-base

of 7,000 studies, and over 12,000,000 cards and card images (16)
The Roper Center keeps up-to-date via sample surveys from 26
American data suppliers, and from 77 other organizations located
in 43 countries abroad.

10) Computers in Education violate Copyright Laws?

An important development in computer design is the time-
sharing system; that is, a computer system that interacts with
many simultaneous users through a number of remote consoles. John
McCarthy (14) writes that in 1962, time-sharing was an experimental
program at MIT. In 1967, time-sharing is an increasingly common
environment for university research, elementary school education,
high-school counseling, and large-and-small-business uses. Of

course, the larger the data base available, the more valuable the
computer-use time can be. And so, EDUCOM (the Interuniversity
Communication Council) grew, and a National Data Center was pro-
posed, each with its hazards. The "Multi-access Forum," in Compu-
ters and Automation (18), has a protest by Anthony Oettinger to
the Copyright Revision Bill S.597, which would seriously cripple
EDUCOM; and David Warburton examines the proposed National Data
Center for invasion of personal privacy.

11) Language translation.

Hopes for computerized translation of textual material from
one language to another have come half circle from high enthus-
iasm in the late 1940's, to cautious reappraisal of the problems
involvedt in 1967. Warren Weaver, in his Science and Imagina-
tion (22), traces the changing attitudes about language transla-
tion feasibility. The prospect of computer translation presently
awaits on further work at pinning down the ambiguities occurring
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in some nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and a statistical descrip-
tion of the semantic character of languages.

12) The computer puts, finds, reminds.

The system approach, when used in a library that has ready
access to a computer with an on-line (attached) printer, can re-
sult in a library where information about a book or periodical
needs to be key-boarded only once. All the information units are
tagged, and therefore selectivly retrievable. Circulation cards
and records, inventory, ordering and acquisitioning, special bib-
liographies, all are aided, abetted, or implemented by IBM ASDD's
computer based library system (il), (12)

MEDLARS (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System)
is the result of cooperative efforts by the National Library of
Medicine and the General Electric Company Information Systems
Operation to develop and implement a computer based system for
dissenimating information about the contents of medical journals(15).
It is MEDLARS-in-action that has been responsible for Index Medicus
since January 1964, for the Bibliography of Medical Reviews, and
for locally produced demand-bibliographies. In practice, the
National Library of Medicine produces the master magnetic tapes
and sends copies to requesting installations. To prepare the
tapes, each article that is to be indexed is identified by author,
title, and journal name and date. The subject headings and des-
criptors are chosen from the controlled vocabulary in MESH
(Medical Subject Headings), the dictionary to Index Medicus and
its related publications. In addition to the 771(777-four)
number of subject headings chosen to describe the article for
Index Medicus, up to eight more descriptors are assigned to
denote specific aspects of the article's content. When a doctor
requests a search on specific topics from his local computer in-
stallation, the complete file of subject headings and descriptors
is searched, then listed. The National Library of Medicine aims
at comprehensive coverage. At present, about 2,000 journals and
152,000 articles are covered annually.

The article "Hospital Medical Information Systems" (8) gives
a look into a new way of storing, organizing and retrieving hos-
pital patient information. The requirements and possibilities
of an information system in the medical field show that much of
the information to be processed is either the source or the re-
sult of physicians' written and verbal orders for treating
patients. The results of observations of patients and of tests
and treatments, are constantly added to patients' records. When
all these communications are stored in a computer with typewriter
and cathode-ray display input and output options, then both the
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doctor and the patient will surely be better served.

13) Freedom from tedium.

"Man is quite good at inventing and organizing ideas, making

associations among apparently unrelated notions, recognizing

patterns and stripping away irrelevant detail; he is creative,

unpredictable, sometimes capricious, sensitive to human values.

The computer is almost exactly what man is not. It is capable of

paying undivided attention to unlimited detail; it is immune to

distraction, precise and reliable. It suffers from neither bore-

dom or fatigue. It needs to be told only once; thereafter it

remembers perfectly until it is told to forget, whereupon it

forgets instantly and absolutely" (7).

Many industrial processes require undivided attention to un-

limited detail, and many such plants are already run by computers.

Chemical plants and numerically-controlled machining tools are

two activities where the number of variables and the complexity

of their interaction is too mathematically long-winded for

instant calculation by humans; but, for the computer, such cal-

culations are possiblet reliable, and instantly translated into

appropriate action. (7)

Dow Badische Chemical Co. manufactures chemical interme-

diates which include caprolactam, acrylic monomers, and butanol°-7)°

Their computerized communication network not only provides for

assurance that the chemical reactions are all proceeding as de-

sired, it also permits rapid evaluation of the effect of deliberate

process changes. Perhaps of equal significance, messages can be

sent from one station to another except when a station is on-line.

Lyman Printing and Finishing Co. has disclosed that its

computer control system developed by Honeywell, Inc., and described

as the first ever applied to a textile production process, has

been in operation since February 1966 (6). The continuous color

and chemical blending of synthetic fabrics, the automatic opening

and closing of valves that sequences the filling, heating, cooling,

pressurizing and emptying of becks (tanks) is under computer direc-

tion. For a bonus, the computer summarizes, on a teleprinter,

what happened during the dyeing process. There is a manually

operated back-up control system that can assume the computer's

role temporarily in an emergency.
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SMARY

This report and the preceding one on the
subject have been designed to assist other teach-
ers in setting up an interdisciplinary course
exploring the relationships between computerized
technology and society. An attempt has been made
to suggest various activities which can stimulate
student interest in the topics discussed, and to
provide resource materials which will allow the
teacher to examine the subjects in more than
casual fashion.

It is recommended that the two reports be
considered complementary to each other.

,
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APPENDIX

TABLE 1

Designation Memory Core Size

(in thousands of
words)

Word Size
(bits)

Addition
Time

(micro-

seconds)

Large 16 to 262 48 0.2

(high order 512 to 1,o24 8 0.18

systems) 16 to 262 64 1.5

32 to 131 60 0.1

Medium 32 to 262 48 2.0

(mid range 32 to 65 36 4.o

systems) 16 to 32 48 2.6

4o to 100 variable 33.9

32 to 65 24 3.5

4 to 65 18 10.0

4 to 32 24 3.8

Small 4 to 32 12 3.0

("Desktop" 4 to 32 7,350.0

systems) 1 to 2 32 6,000.o

4 to 32 12 2,300.0

20 to 6o 1(dec.) 560.0
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